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1. Introduction
This Findings Statement has been prepared pursuant to Article 8 of the New York State (“NYS”)
Environmental Conservation Law and Title 6 of the NYS Code of Rules and Regulations (“6 NYCRR”) Part
617, State Environmental Quality Review Act (“SEQRA”).
The purpose of this Findings Statement is to complete the environmental review process for the Proposed
Action (the “Proposed Action”), which is the enactment of a Form Based Code (“FBC”) for the Chappaqua
hamlet in the Town of New Castle. Pursuant to Section 617.11 of the SEQRA regulations, this Findings
Statement:
•

•

1

Describes the Proposed Action and the environmental review process, including the Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (“GEIS”1) prepared to assess the environmental impacts of the
Proposed Action and reasonable alternatives identified therein;
Considers the relevant environmental impacts, facts, and conclusions disclosed in the GEIS
prepared in connection with the Proposed Action;

GEIS includes both the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS) and Final Generic Environmental
Impact Statement (FGEIS) as a complete document.
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•
•
•

•

Weighs and balances environmental impacts with social, economic, and other considerations;
Provides a rationale for the Lead Agency’s decision with respect to the Proposed Action, and sets
thresholds that give context to review of applications in the areas mapped with the FBC;
Certifies that, consistent with social, economic, and other essential considerations from among
the reasonable alternatives analyzed, the Proposed Action avoids or minimizes adverse
environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable, and that adverse environmental
impacts will be avoided or minimized to the maximum extent practicable by incorporating as
conditions to the decision those mitigative measures that were identified as practicable; and
Certifies that all SEQRA requirements have been met.

The Findings Statement is based upon the information contained in:
•

Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS), accepted as complete by the Lead Agency
on September 25, 2020
• Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement (FGEIS), accepted as complete by the Lead Agency
on October 12, 2021
With preparation of the conclusions in this Findings Statement, the Town Board of New Castle, as Lead
Agency, certifies that the requirements of Part 617 have been met and that the Proposed Action chosen
is the most appropriate to avoid or minimize potential adverse environmental impacts presented in the
GEIS. The Town Board also certifies that adverse environmental impacts will be avoided or minimized to
the maximum extent practicable by incorporating as conditions the thresholds described below. In
coming to these conclusions, the Town Board weighed and balanced the information collected in
preparation of the Draft and Final GEIS, including the comments of agencies and the public provided
during the SEQRA process. The GEIS considered a maximum buildout scenario and other hypothetical
scenarios as alternatives that could occur under the Proposed Action, and the GEIS includes thresholds
and conditions which could trigger additional environmental review. The Town Board weighed and
balanced the alternatives analyzed and evaluated options within the social, economic, and other essential
considerations impacting the Town and its residents. This Findings Statement documents what the Town
Board considered in order to balance the relevant environmental impacts with “social, economic and
other considerations” for their decision on the Proposed Action pursuant to 6 NYCRR §617.11(d).
Adoption of this Findings Statement brings to a conclusion the SEQRA process for the Proposed Action;
thereby allowing for a decision on the adoption of a new Form Based Code in the Chappaqua hamlet by
the New Castle Town Board.

2. Description of the Proposed Action
The Proposed Action initially contemplated the replacement of the existing business zoning districts in the
72-acre hamlet study area with a form based zoning code. Specifically, the new Form Based Code was to
replace the current four business district zones in the Chappaqua hamlet (B-R, Retail Business; B-RP, Retail
Business and Parking; B-D, Designed Business; and I-P, Planned Industrial). These districts make up the
commercial core of the hamlet located along North and South Greeley Avenue, King Street, Woodburn
Avenue and Allen Place with a second, disconnected portion of the study area on upper King Street located
at its intersection with Bedford Road.
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The Chappaqua hamlet is particularly amenable to a revitalization with a Form Based Code because it has
two valuable assets: 1) an existing commuter train station which is within walking distance of the entire
downtown; and 2) public sewer and water infrastructure. The DGEIS study area for the Proposed Action
includes the downtown retail and commercial areas of the Chappaqua hamlet, including some Townowned land.
From a planning perspective, the objective of the Form Based District is to rezone the study area such that
the hamlet’s existing character is preserved while mixed use development, including a variety of housing
types, is promoted to meet the changing needs of the community. The new Form Based zoning district
will primarily regulate the form of development, allowing greater flexibility in the use of properties. This
change from conventional zoning to form based zoning in the Chappaqua hamlet is intended to stimulate
the socioeconomic vitality of the community in a manner that is consistent with community planning
goals. This was a priority zoning initiative taken directly from the Town’s 2017 Comprehensive Plan2
implementation framework. The rezoning is intended to revitalize the Chappaqua hamlet with the
objective of developing a framework for future development that will promote an excellent living
environment for its residents, expand the local tax base, promote circulation and accessibility, and
enhance the overall quality of life.
Prior to initiating the SEQRA process, the Town Board conducted a series of workshops and meetings of a
Downtown Working Group (“DWG”) and a consultant team to craft the proposed Form Based Code. The
Town Board created the DWG by Resolution adopted on May 21, 2019. Its members were comprised of
all five (5) Town Board members; three (3) members of the New Castle Planning Board; a local architect
and two commercial property owners in the Chappaqua business hamlet. The DWG prepared and posted
their meeting agendas; held public meetings on notice to and open to members of the public; and
videotaped all of their public meetings, all of which are available for viewing here:
https://mynewcastle.org/522/Downtown-Working-Group.
A timeline of the development of the Form Based Code (FBC) draft legislation, and subsequent SEQRA
process undertaken by the New Castle Town Board as Lead Agency, is included in the FGEIS, as are the
presentations provided by the Town’s consultant team throughout this public process that occurred prior
to SEQRA.

3. Description of the Preferred Alternative
The GEIS included analysis of four alternatives. Alternative D is the maximum buildout under the Form
Based Code, including public lands, but with a four-story maximum building height. Based on a review of
the relevant environmental considerations in the DGEIS and FGEIS, Alternative D is the Lead Agency’s
Preferred Alternative which is evaluated in this Findings Statement.
The Town Board announced a commitment to consider implementation of only a portion of this Preferred
Alternative. As a result of public comment received on the DGEIS, on February 23, 2021 the Town Board
closed the public hearing on the DGEIS and announced that based upon community input it planned to
limit the application of the Form Based Code to a relatively small area of the Chappaqua hamlet - the
2

A Framework for the Future of New Castle, 2017
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North Greeley corridor, from just north of the traffic light at the intersection of South Greeley and King
Street, north to Bischoff Avenue (the “North Greeley Corridor”). The North Greeley Corridor consists of
20 parcels of land with a total area (including roadway) of 7.75 acres or approximately 10% of the 72-acre
study area. Through its February 23, 2021 announcement, the Town Board committed that it will not
rezone property outside the North Greeley corridor, including public property such as the train station
parking lot. The Town Board also committed to reduce the maximum allowable height within the entire
study area to four stories and revise certain procedural aspects of the proposed Form Based Code such as
enhancing public notice requirements, granting approval authority to the Planning Board for
resubdivisions resulting in a building lot that meets or exceeds 0.50 acres, and providing more flexibility
in the architectural styles available under the Form Based Code.
Despite the Town Board’s commitment to limit its legislative action to considering implementation of the
Form Based Code to the North Greeley Corridor only, the Leady Agency nonetheless continued its review
of the environmental impacts of the Preferred Alternative over the entire 72-acre study area. Completing
the SEQRA review of the entire study area will provide the Town Board and residents with fact-based
information and analyses that will be invaluable as the Town continues dialogue over revitalizing the
Chappaqua hamlet and will inform future decision-making for the Chappaqua hamlet. The public hearings
conducted on the DGEIS were hugely successful in eliciting public comment and input from residents and
interested agencies. The goal is to build a foundation for future planning and zoning decisions throughout
the study area, without committing to any specific course of action at this time beyond consideration of
implementing the Form Based Code in the North Greeley Corridor.
The Findings contained herein relate to the entire study area, but also include discussion of the
implementation of the Form Based Code in the North Greeley Corridor, as appropriate. Generally,
implementation of the Form Based Code to the North Greeley Corridor instead of the entire 72-acre study
area for the Preferred Alternative results in reduced impacts as compared to implementation of the Form
Based Code in the entire 72-acre study area for the Preferred Alternative.

4. SEQRA Review Process
The Proposed Action is classified as a Type I Action under SEQRA. By Resolution adopted on January 14,
2020, the Town Board, acting as Lead Agency, issued a Positive Declaration finding that the Proposed
Action may result in one or more significant adverse environmental impacts, thereby requiring the
preparation of a GEIS.
The following steps have been undertaken during this SEQRA review process, in compliance with the New
York State Environmental Conservation Law, Article 8 and the rules and regulations promulgated there
under (“6 NYCRR Part 617”):
•

Environmental Assessment Form (EAF) – a Part 1 EAF, as well as Part 2 and Part 3 (Positive
Declaration) was prepared and submitted to the Town Board on January 9, 2020. The Part 2 and
Part 3 EAF provided a preliminary analysis of the potential impacts associated with the Proposed
Action. Following review of the EAF, the Town Board determined that the Proposed Action had
the potential for significant adverse environmental impacts on Aesthetic Resources, Historic
Resources, Traffic, Parking, and Consistency with Community Plan and Community Character, and
4
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would therefore require the preparation of a GEIS. Pursuant to this determination, the Town
Board (as SEQRA Lead Agency, with no other Involved Agencies) issued a Positive Declaration for
the Proposed Action on January 14, 2020.
The Interested Agencies that were notified3 include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

3

Town of New Castle Planning Board
Town of New Castle Zoning Board of Appeals
Town of New Castle Department of Public Works
Town of New Castle Conservation Board
Town of New Castle Environmental Review Board
Town of New Castle Architectural Review Board
Town of New Castle Historical Society
Town of New Castle Recreation Department
Chappaqua Central School District
Chappaqua Volunteer Ambulance Corps
Chappaqua Fire Department
Westchester County Planning Board
Westchester County Department of Public Works
Metro-North Railroad
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), Region 3
New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT), Region 8
Chappaqua Public Library3

•

Scoping – a draft scoping document was prepared and made available to the public on January
16, 2020. The scoping document outlines issues to be addressed in a DGEIS. The written comment
period on the draft scoping document was open from January 16, 2020 to February 21, 2020. A
public scoping session to receive public comment was held on January 28, 2020 and February 11,
2020. The final scoping document was adopted on April 28, 2020.

•

Draft GEIS (DGEIS) – a preliminary DGEIS was received by the Town Board and released on July
20, 2020 for interested agency review and public comment. A revised DGEIS was submitted on
September 17, 2020. On September 25, 2020 the Town Board accepted the DGEIS as complete.
The DGEIS was then circulated to involved and interested agencies, along with a Notice of
Completion dated September 25, 2020. The DGEIS was made available for public viewing online
at www.chappaquaforward.com and in the Town Hall.

•

Public Review – SEQRA requires that a public review period of at least 30 days is held on the
DGEIS, to allow individuals, groups, and agencies to comment. In this case, written comments on
the DGEIS were accepted from October 20, 2020 through March 25, 2021 (approximately 155
days). The Town Board also opened the DGEIS public hearing on October 20, 2020 and held the

Chappaqua Public Library was added to this list in the FGEIS, as requested.
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hearing open for subsequent public sessions on October 27, 2020, November 10, 2020, December
8, 2020, January 19, 2021, and February 23, 2021 during which individuals, groups, and agencies
were allowed to verbally provide comments regarding the DGEIS. The public hearing on the DGEIS
was closed on February 23, 2021 (the sixth public session). The written comment period on the
DGEIS was closed on March 25, 2021.4
•

Final GEIS (FGEIS) – The FGEIS is accepted and published by the Town Board as Lead Agency. The
FGEIS incorporates the DGEIS by reference. A preliminary FGEIS was submitted to Town staff and
counsel on July 8, 2021. The FGEIS responded to all substantive comments received on the DGEIS
(at the six public hearing sessions and in writing). The record of the verbal comments made at
the public hearing sessions5 as well as all written comments are provided in the FGEIS Appendix.
The Town Board discussed and reviewed the preliminary FGEIS and proposed revisions during
public work sessions on August 10 and 30, 2021, September 14, 21 and 28, 2021 and October 5,
2021. During these work sessions, the Town Board received comments from the public and
interested agencies on the preliminary FGEIS. The Town Board also received written comments
on the preliminary FGEIS. After further revisions, the FGEIS was accepted as complete for
distribution to agencies and the public on October 12, 2021. A Notice of Completion was
circulated to the interested and involved agencies, and the FGEIS was posted to
www.chappaquaforward.com on October 13, 2021.

•

Findings Statement – as described above, adoption of this Findings Statement will conclude the
SEQRA review for this Proposed Action.

The Town Board’s consideration of the Proposed Action also included a series of interactive public
engagement sessions conducted via Zoom on September 29, 2020, October 8, 2020, and October 15,
2020. During these sessions, the Town’s professional staff explained the planning concepts and principles
of form based zoning codes and the goals of the Town’s proposed FBC. Members of the public were
afforded an opportunity to comment and ask questions during the engagement sessions, each of which
lasted more than two hours. Although not part of the formal SEQRA process, these engagement sessions
provided additional opportunities for public comment and input on the Proposed Action. Videos of each
4

On March 13, 2020, the Governor issued Executive Order 202.1 (“EO 202.1”) to temporarily suspend the Open
Meetings Law (Article 7 of the N.Y. Public Officers Law) and thereby allow any public body to meet and take official
action virtually. Pursuant to EO 202.1, the Town Board conducted the DGEIS public hearing virtually via Zoom
video conference. Public notice of each public hearing session was duly provided, and residents and interested
agencies were afforded an opportunity to participate and provide comments via Zoom. This use of Zoom video
conferencing proved highly efficient and successful in eliciting public participation and comments. By way of
example, the Town Board’s initial public hearing session on the DGEIS, which was held on October 20, 2020, had
275 attendees. Each public hearing session generally lasted upwards of two hours. If anything, the use of video
conferencing to conduct the DGEIS public hearing is thought to have facilitated greater public participation than if
the hearing been conducted in a traditional, in-person format. The COVID-19 pandemic did not adversely impact
the Town Board’s ability to collect and analyze relevant data in the DGEIS, as this work was performed prior to the
onset of the pandemic.
5
Notes: Using video recordings of Zoom meetings, unofficial transcripts were prepared and provided to the Town’s
Development Department to review for accuracy. Attachments and footnotes cited within written comments can be
found in full in the FGEIS Appendix.
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engagement session were posted on the Town’s website (see https://mynewcastle.org/513/VideosPresentations).

5. Evaluation of Potential Impacts
The Preferred Alternative, the proposed rezoning of the Chappaqua hamlet, has no direct impact on the
environment on its own, since it is legislation, not a construction project. However, the implementation
of the Preferred Alternative in the form of future development that may occur under the new zoning has
the potential to impact a number of environmental resources. To that end, this section will provide
information and present the state of the current environmental setting of the Chappaqua hamlet within
the context of zoning, along with the potential impacts of implementation, as described primarily with the
use of a maximum buildout scenario, and associated mitigation measures.
The maximum buildout scenario (“Buildout”) utilized in the DGEIS contained assumptions to make
reasonable conclusions regarding potential impacts that could occur with a full buildout of the 72 acres
over a period of 15 years. The Buildout described in the DGEIS includes a net increase in development
from existing conditions in most types of development except for utilities (no change) and single family
detached residences (decrease). The Buildout would result in a net increase of 20,888 sf of commercial,
retail, office, restaurant space; a net increase of 28,197 sf of civic space, a net increase of 30,824 sf of
recreation space, and an additional 997 apartment units. The introduction of a mix of residential uses
into the business district is anticipated to play a major role in revitalizing the hamlet by virtue of residents
living in the hamlet, and patronizing the businesses, services and restaurants located there.
In accordance with the scoping outline, the GEIS document focused on potential significant adverse
impacts to the following resources/subjects:
A. Land Use
B. Zoning
C. Visual Resources and Community Character
D. Natural Resources
E. Infrastructure and Utilities
F. Traffic, Transportation, and Parking
G. Cultural Resources
H. Community Facilities and Services
I. Socioeconomics
J. Hazardous Materials
K. Air Quality and Noise
The GEIS also identified and described reasonable alternatives (DGEIS chapter 4, FGEIS section 2L),
including: Existing Conditions with no New Development (No Action); Maximum Buildout with Existing
Zoning; Full Buildout of FBC with No Development on Public Land; and Full Buildout of FBC with Height
Reduction to 4 Stories Maximum.
It is noted that in addition to the DGEIS subject headings listed above, the FGEIS contained a chapter with
other comments and responses (2M. Miscellaneous) that did not directly correlate with the above DGEIS
subjects. This information, as relevant, is also used to develop the conclusions in this Findings Statement.
7
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Given the Town Board’s approach to implement the a portion of the Preferred Alternative, as described
in Section 2, the Town Board will not be rezoning any publicly owned property outside the North Greeley
Corridor, such as the train station parking lot. The zoning in those areas in the DGEIS study area, outside
the North Greeley Corridor, will remain designated with their existing zoning designation (B-RP: Business
Retail & Parking, B-R: Retail Business, I-P: Planned Industrial and B-D: Designed Business).
It is important to recognize that the Town Board received comments on many important issues and
challenges facing our community, including but not limited to the need to create new housing
opportunities and better respond to trends impacting the demand for retail goods and services. Those
issues are relevant to the entire study area, not just the North Greeley Corridor, and were therefore
addressed in the FGEIS.
Based on public comment, in addition to limiting the applicability of the Form Based Code through
implementing only a portion of the Preferred Alternative (the North Greeley Corridor) the following
revisions to the legislation are anticipated:
•

Height Limitations: Revise the maximum height limitations to not allow 5 story buildings in the
FBC district. The maximum height limitation will be 4 stories.

•

FBC Approval Process: Modifications to the Approval Process, including additional public notice,
subdivision review by the Planning Board involving equal to or greater than 0.50 Acres, limitations
on number of bedrooms per unit, and Architectural Review Board (ARB) input.

•

Affordable Housing: Introduce a 1/1 work force unit ratio requirement in proposed developments
greater than 10 units or other ratio to create more stratification of affordability.

•

Parking Toolbox: Add a car share service to the toolbox whereby an applicant may satisfy a
portion of the applicable parking requirements by providing a car share service on-site while
voluntarily applying deed restrictions prohibiting specific units from car ownership.

•

Architectural Styles: Add another category for an open-ended style, subject to review by the ARB.
In the “completeness review” stage of approval process with the Town, 2 ARB members will
review styles proposed. If a new, open ended style is proposed the entire ARB would review that
proposal.

•

Reduction of height to a maximum of 3 stories on the east side of North Greeley Avenue.

Given these considerations, the responses to comments in the FGEIS, and subsequently the conclusions
in this Findings Statement are responded to in this context.
The following Environmental Findings are described below, by subject:

A.

Land Use

Existing Conditions:
The land uses with existing structures in the 72-acre study area are comprised mainly of commercial uses
(17%), mixed uses (12.6%), residential uses (8%), and civic/institutional/public assembly uses (7.7%).
Other land uses in the study area include streets and sidewalks (19.1%), public parking lots (18.5%), open
8
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space/fields (17.1%). A transition zone consisting of surrounding land uses was also evaluated. The areas
surrounding the hamlet are primarily built up with single-family homes, to the north, east and south, with
the Saw Mill River Parkway and the Metro-North rail line to the west. Only 3% of the land in the Town of
New Castle is used for commercial purposes (including the Chappaqua hamlet). The remainder of the
Town is residential, of which 93% is single-family detached homes on individual lots.
Approximately 42.5 acres (59%) of the study area is impervious surfaces, including roads, parking and
buildings, and 29.5 acres (41%) is pervious. Infrastructure improvements (water, sewer and stormwater
improvements) as well as new streetscape improvements have been implemented in the hamlet recently.
Relevant planning documents reviewed and analyzed as part of this environmental review include:
•
•
•
•

New Castle 2017 Comprehensive Plan, A Framework for the Future of New Castle
New Castle Recreation Plan (2007)
Westchester 2025 (2010)
Hamlet Improvement Project

Goals and Actions of the 2017 Comprehensive Plan that are relevant to the Proposed Action are identified
in the DGEIS and FGEIS, including goals relating to community character, density of development in the
hamlets, range of housing types and values, mix of uses and improved circulation between hamlets.

Potential Impacts:
Potential impacts of adoption of a form based zoning code include a change in land uses from those
currently in existence, including an increase in residential use (with introduction of new unit types), and
mixed use land uses in the study area. Under the Buildout, changes anticipated would include the
consolidation of the retail/commercial/restaurants in the central part of the hamlet, and the change from
expansive surface parking lots at the southern end of the hamlet to new mixed use (residential above
retail), and residential with parking in a concentrated location to accommodate commuter and downtown
parking needs. The Buildout indicates that the Town Hall area would still be a civic municipal center for
New Castle, but with potential for expanded community service and recreation facilities in this location.
Regarding open spaces, the Town’s Recreation Field, the Bell Middle School fields and the church lawn on
the east side of South Greeley would remain as is, with no development. The A.H. Memorial Park would
be expanded as a central open space adjacent to the train station to compliment a new mixed use
pedestrian environment at the core of the hamlet, near the station.
Implementation of the Buildout would result in a net increase of 997 multifamily residential units and a
net increase in commercial uses of 20,888 sf. Open space/recreation uses would increase by 30,824 sf
due to enlargement of the A.H. Smith Memorial Park and addition of smaller civic plazas; institutional/civic
space is shown to increase a net of 28,197 sf due to the enlarged civic buildings envisioned in the Buildout,
south of the recreation field. The Preferred Alternative (Alternative D: Full Buildout of Form Based Code
with Height Reduction to 4 Stories) would result in a net increase of 963 multifamily residential units and
a net increase in commercial uses of 308,109 sf. Open space/recreation uses will increase by
approximately 64,824 SF and the 28,197 sf increase in institutional/civic uses will also slightly increase
under the Preferred Alternative as reflected in Table 4D-2: Alternatives Comparison Summary within the
DGEIS.
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Regarding pervious, impervious and green/open space areas in the study area, impervious area is
estimated to increase by approximately 4% with the Buildout. Under the Preferred Alternative, impervious
area will also increase by approximately 4%.
The Town Board intends to implement a portion of the Preferred Alternative which includes rezoning the
North Greeley Corridor consisting of 20 parcels and approximately 7.75Acres, some of which is in
proximity to the intersection of North Greeley and King Street within the “required retail first floor zoning
area” which is intended to strengthen the commercial core of the Chappaqua hamlet.
The Westchester County Planning Board found the FBC District to be consistent with their long range
planning policies, particularly since “it will channel development into the hamlet which contains
infrastructure that can support growth, public transportation can be provided and redevelopment can
enhance economic vitality”.

Proposed Mitigation:
Although implementation of the Preferred Alternative and adoption of a form based code for the business
districts in the hamlet will likely create some changes to land uses from new development, that is not
considered an adverse impact since it meets certain town-wide objectives, and the study area is already
a commercial hamlet. The Preferred Alternative is the implementation of a stated Town initiative, based
on several years of community engagement as reflected in the 2017 Comprehensive Plan.
The residential areas immediately adjacent to the study area are currently adjacent to business districts.
With the form based code, generally, the study area will contain mixed-use and residential structures,
with buffering (landscaping, fencing) provided to adjacent parcels. On King Street and many other areas
away from the train station area, the proposed building heights are lower than those proposed for the
commercial core, and the Code is considered compatible with 2-3 story adjacent development. Section
60-880.M(2) of the Code references buffer screening where new development abuts a residence district.
Buffering shall consist of evergreen plantings or a wall or fence and is subject to the discretion of the
Development Department. This section of the Code also contains requirements for screening of off-street
parking areas. Further, the Town Board’s intention of implementing a portion of the Preferred Alternative
through legislation includes further limitations on the maximum height of buildings on the east side of
North Greeley Avenue to three stories, further blending this area with the residential uses that remain
topographically elevated along King Street.
Overall, the potential change from an existing business district to a form based code mixed-use district
will not result in a significant adverse impact to land use. The new adjacent development has the potential
to introduce more mixed uses (allowing for more market-driven occupancies), with mitigation measures
to land use impacts provided in the proposed code. These include varied building heights, limitations
regarding the massing of buildings, architectural design standards, landscape guidelines, signage
regulations and aesthetic guidelines for new development. Historic properties and existing open spaces
and athletic fields are proposed to remain; meaning any development of these properties may require
additional environmental review. The regulating plan as depicted in the GEIS is designed to permit the
highest density along the train tracks and on municipal lands (parking lots). It is noted that any build out
utilizing the form based code is likely to occur gradually, and not all at once. For the GEIS analysis, the
buildout is considered to be spread over a 15-year period.
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Given the Town Board’s intention to implement a portion of the Preferred Alternative (the North Greeley
Corridor), the time period for the maximum buildout to occur would be even longer than 15 years.
Many of the specific goals of the 2017 Comprehensive Plan are met with the Proposed Action, as listed in
the FGEIS. These include, but are not limited to, goals related to: facilitating a range of housing types and
providing affordable residential units, limiting adverse impacts to community character, increasing the
density of development in the hamlets where infrastructure already exists, allowing flexibility to permit a
sustainable mix of commercial and residential uses and improved circulation between hamlets.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Land Use:
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the adoption and implementation of the Form Based Code,
with implementation of the thresholds described below, is not anticipated to result in a significant adverse
impact to land use in the hamlet. The Preferred Alternative, with implementation of the thresholds
described below, provides mitigation and controls necessary to achieve the Town’s desired goals stated
in the 2017 Comprehensive Plan including provision a mix of housing types, an opportunity to revitalize
the hamlet and provide flexibility for future non-residential uses as well. Further, the Town Board’s
intention to implement a portion of the Preferred Alternative, including further limitations related to the
building height on the east side of North Greeley Avenue will protect the surrounding residential uses
located topographically elevated along King Street.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following Land Use thresholds and criteria for further evaluation have been identified to be required
for review and analysis in regard to applications for projects and proposals in the Form Based District:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Form Based Code development applications will only be accepted for review on properties where
the FBC District has been applied, or mapped, by the Town Board.
The maximum height of structures in the FBC district will be limited to four stories and the east
side of North Greeley Avenue may be further reduced to three stories.
Any project involving a combination (resubdivision) of lots to create a buildable lot exceeding 0.50
acres in size will require Planning Board approval for such resubdivision.
The size of bedrooms and number of bedrooms within multi-family buildings will be regulated to
align with the housing goals and buildout parameters analyzed in the GEIS and consistent with
the Town Code. The GEIS included the following breakdown of the maximum 963 new residential
multifamily units in the buildout under Alternative D (reduced from 997 in the Proposed Action):
1 BR 642 units (2/3 of total)
2 BR 321 units (1/3 of total)
Approval of residential units in excess of 963 residential units will require additional
environmental review.
All projects in the FBC district will be required to abide by local ordinances, as applicable.
A checklist will be developed for the Development Department to use when reviewing
applications submitted for projects within the FBC District.
The Preferred Alternative limits development to a maximum of four stories.
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B.

Zoning

Existing Conditions:
Development in the study area is currently regulated in accordance with the New Castle Zoning Code
(Chapter 60 of the Town Code). This is a traditional (Euclidian) zoning ordinance and the study area is
comprised of 4 zoning districts, as listed below. The 149 King Street residential neighborhood is within
the B-R district and the “Chappaqua Hamlet Multifamily Housing Overlay Zone”, which permits this fee
simple townhome development.

Zoning District
Designation
B-R
B-RP
B-D
I-P
total

Name
Retail Business
Retail Business & Parking
Designed Business
Planned Industrial

Area in hamlet
(acres)
43.6
12.9
3.3
12.2
72 acres

Zoning districts in the “transition area” analyzed as per the scope include: R-1/2A, R-1/4A, MFR-C, and IG. (See, DGEIS Appendix C for a map of the “transition area”). The transition area also extends into
Pleasantville to the south, where a single-family residential district is mapped.
As the zoning code exists today, a limited number of uses are permitted in the study area, which may be
a factor that inhibits economic growth of the hamlet. The DGEIS provides a listing of the existing permitted
uses, special permit and accessory uses as well as existing lot and bulk regulations for the existing zoning
districts in the study area.

Potential Impacts:
Implementation of the Preferred Alternative would allow more flexibility in permitting land uses and
regulating the form and appearance of new development than the current Code. The primary goal of the
proposed rezoning is to promote economic growth and housing opportunities in the study area that will
result in a compact and walkable environment. The primary difference between the existing (Euclidian)
zoning ordinance and the form based Code is the use of a Regulating Plan, and inclusion of architectural
standards. The Regulating Plan, in combination with the General Development Regulations, street
standards, architecture standards, green building and site planning standards, parking standards,
affordable housing and open space requirements provide the guidance to implement the Comprehensive
Plan goals. The Regulating Plan indicates Block numbers, Maximum Building Height, Build-to Line,
required open space, areas where retail is required on the first floor, frontage occupancy (ground floor
and upper stories), frontage types, and architectural features required.
The Regulating Plan indicates the most density, and the highest maximum building height in the vicinity
of the train station and tracks, with less dense and lower height buildings along South Greeley Avenue
and King Street.
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The GEIS described all of the zoning districts in the study area to be replaced with a form based code and
Regulating Plan. Implementation of a portion of the Preferred Alternative to the North Greeley Area will
change a portion of the existing zoning districts and will require the areas not re-zoned to remain as they
are currently zoned. The proposed form based code also includes an application process which is intended
to streamline the approval process for projects within the FBC District that conform to the standards set
in the form based code. The primary responsibility for implementation of the form based code will be
with the New Castle Development Department, and will involve a three stage review: 1) Pre-Application
Meeting, 2) Application Completeness Review and 3) Final Application Review and Certification, after
which an Applicant may apply for a building permit pursuant to Section 60-510 of the Code of the Town
of New Castle. Modifications to the development and approval process in the form of increased
ministerial and administrative review of applications is intended to lessen barriers to redevelopment,
including the uncertainties of time and cost. The form based code will increase permitted land uses with
the goal of increasing residential density and improving the economic conditions in the hamlet, as well as
allowing for flexibility of use as market demand changes.
During its SEQRA environmental review the Town Board explored making modifications to the proposed
approval process, including a stipulation that any project involving a resubdivision of lots which creates a
buildable lot equal to or exceeding 0.50 acres in size will require Planning Board approval of such
resubdivision after Completeness Review by the Development Department. In addition, the Town Board
intends to more actively engage the Board of Architectural Review (ARB) in the review process.
The Town of New Castle’s fair and affordable housing regulations include a definition of Affordable
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Units, requirements for the set aside of AFFH units in new
residential development, incentives for increasing the number of units through increases in permitted
density. The regulations also include various requirements for occupancy and unit size standards, rent and
sales prices, time period of affordability, resale and lease renewal, and monitoring of the units. The
proposed expedited review process will also enable applications that include AFFH units to proceed more
quickly and efficiently through the Town’s review and approval process.
Proposed Mitigation:
The proposed Form Based Code focuses on the physical characteristics of any given site and requires
proposed development to adhere to specific design standards legislated by the Town Board, as compared
to the existing Town Code which primarily leaves site and architectural design to the discretion of the
Town’s land use boards. The specific design standards dictating the site design for development under
the Form Based Code along with the expansion of permitted uses and the Form Based Code’s Regulating
Plan, in combination with the street standards, architecture standards, green building and site planning
standards, parking standards, affordable housing and open space requirements will implement the goals
of the Comprehensive Plan to promote economic growth and housing opportunities in the Chappaqua
hamlet. No significant adverse impacts to zoning are anticipated with the Preferred Alternative, and it is
considered a beneficial impact to the community, therefore, no mitigation measures are proposed.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Zoning:
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The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in any
significant adverse impacts to zoning.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following zoning thresholds and criteria for further evaluation have been identified to be reviewed
and analyzed during the review of applications submitted for projects and proposals in the Form Based
District:

C.

•

For all development proposed in the FBC District, members of the Development Department will
review each application to ensure compliance with the detailed standards established by the
Town Board and set forth in the Town Code.

•

All applications submitted to the Town in the FBC District will be evaluated against the thresholds
developed in the adopted Findings Statement to determine whether the proposal falls within the
parameters of that which was studied in the GEIS, or whether the proposal has tripped a threshold
which will require further review and analysis under SEQRA.

•

The Chappaqua Central School District will be notified if CCSD-owned lands are within the
notification area outlined in the Form Based District.

•

According to §60-840C.i.a of the proposed FBC, the Development Department shall refer the
Application to the Westchester County Planning Board, if required by the New York State General
Municipal Law and Westchester County Administrative Code, and to the Town Police Chief, Fire
Marshal, Fire Chief, and the Chappaqua Central School District in addition to all other Town
officials and outside agencies as determined by the Director of Planning having jurisdiction over
or interest in the application. If an Application includes an architectural style that falls outside of
those identified in the FBC, the revised draft Form Based Code requires the project to be subject
to review and approval by the Architectural Review Board.

Visual Resources and Community Character

Existing Conditions:
The Chappaqua Hamlet contains a mix of roadways, surface parking, sidewalks, mixed-use business and
commercial structures (not exceeding 35 feet), municipal, civic, institutional structures and recreation
open spaces. Historic landmarks, including the Horace Greeley House, the Chappaqua train station, A.H.
Smith Memorial Park, and the lawn in front of the Church of Saint Mary the Virgin are located within the
study area. Structures outside the study area, but contributing visually to the hamlet are church buildings,
Robert Bell Middle School, and the Chappaqua Library. The southwestern portion of the hamlet is
characterized by the commuter parking lots for the Metro North train station, and the modern municipal
architecture of the Town Hall. On North Greeley Avenue and King Street, existing storefront facades and
older residential structures define the study area. The hamlet contains a variety of architectural styles
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including Tudor Revival, Italianate, Colonial, and Collegiate Gothic. Some of the municipal buildings are
contemporary in style (Town Hall, Chappaqua Post Office and Library).
Existing views within and toward the hamlet from 11 different viewpoints were described in the GEIS (leafoff conditions), including views on North and South Greeley, looking toward the hamlet from the Quaker
Street Bridge and the Bell School, and looking southwest from 149 King Street, a private residential
property in the hamlet. The height of existing structures generally range from one to three stories. There
are examples of some taller buildings located at one South Greeley, the Village Market and 400 King
Street. Many existing rooftops in the hamlet contain HVAC and mechanical equipment, and some have
solar installations. For the most part, views of rooftop mechanical equipment are not available from the
street level (pedestrians or vehicles), since they are screened from view by parapets and similar
architectural features. If viewing from above some mechanical equipment and solar installations are
visible. Overhead power lines are also apparent in the existing streetscapes.

Potential Impacts:
The Preferred Alternative was considered under a theoretical buildout conforming to proposed
legislation. It is not a construction project. Therefore, the form based code itself will not have any
immediate impact on visual character and aesthetics. However, the architectural requirements for new
structures, as well as spatial, open space and landscape requirements of the proposed Code are intended
to enhance the aesthetic quality of the study area, creating a more attractive, cohesive and a more
walkable commercial/mixed use hamlet.
The GEIS analyzed potential views relative to the Buildout, utilizing a Sketchup model to indicate the
general dimensions and conceptual appearance of the Buildout within the context of the existing
conditions. The primary visual impact would be the increase in building height permitted by zoning, from
2-3 stories to 4 stories in certain areas of the hamlet.
The intersection of Greeley Avenue and King Street is a primary core intersection in the hamlet. Four
images were prepared at this intersection to compare existing conditions to the Buildout. They were
provided to illustrate proposed maximum building height, proposed frontage occupancy, build-to line and
setting in the context of the existing conditions to assess potential impacts to visual resources and
community character.
The original Proposed Action would have permitted a maximum allowable building height of 5 stories.
Through the environmental review a maximum height of 4 stories was examined along North Greeley and
it was determined that there was a potential for a 4-story structure (the maximum height) on the east
side of North Greeley Avenue to block certain existing views from some of the units at 149 King Street
that are situated along the western portion of that property.
The 16-foot wide build-to line would accommodate the sidewalk and public frontage for pedestrians,
which would change the appearance from that of the existing streetscape. Potential impacts to
roofscapes are not anticipated to be significant with implementation of the new Code since these
elements will not be visible to most viewers at the street level.
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Building regulations regarding massing, orientation, facades and additions and urban design, as well as
architectural styles, public open space, landscape elements, buffer screening, and parking lot/garage
landscape requirements are provided in the proposed Code to address visual conditions, as a positive,
beneficial impact and improvement to the aesthetics of the hamletThe “undergrounding” of overhead
utility lines is not part of the Preferred Alternative, and it is noted that no lines were set underground as
part of the Chappaqua Hamlet Improvement Project due to the extreme cost and construction duration.

Proposed Mitigation:
Under the Preferred Alternative maximum building heights in the study area have been limited to 4
stories, not 5 stories. Further limiting building height on the east side of North Greeley Avenue to 3 stories
(which is consistent with the existing Code) would effectively mitigate the impairment of views from 149
King Street that could be created by a four story building in that location. Further, the approval process
in the FBC was modified to include additional involvement and review by the Architectural Review Board
to confirm compliance with the architectural standards, and to review any other architectural style
proposed, if not one of the six styles permitted.
Future development under the proposed Form Based Code will be consistent with hamlet’s community
character and will exemplify the environment envisioned in the 2017 Comprehensive Plan. Moreover,
historic sites within the study area which contribute to the hamlet’s character were assumed to remain;
therefore, any alteration or redevelopment of these sites will require additional environmental review.
The form based code regulations proposed serve to implement these visual and community character
goals, and significant adverse impacts are not anticipated to visual resources with the mitigation measures
described herein. Therefore, no further mitigation measures are proposed.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Visual Resources and Community Character:
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in any
significant adverse impacts to visual resources or community character.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following Visual Resources and Community Character thresholds and criteria for further evaluation
have been identified to be reviewed and analyzed during the review of applications for projects and
proposals in the Form Based District:
•
•

•
•

The proposed Form Based Code legislation will include a provision which reduces the maximum
allowable height along the eastern side of North Greeley Avenue to three stories.
The Town’s Development Department will review each application to verify compliance with the
FBC requirements, including those pertaining to architectural style, visual appearance, and
building height during the Application Completeness Review.
Members of the Town’s Architectural Review Board (ARB) will review applications to confirm
compliance with the architectural standards of the Form Based Code.
All proposals in the FBC District will be required to conform to the six architectural styles that are
reflective of the history of Chappaqua, New Castle and the region, or propose a different style,
subject to the approval of the Architectural Review Board.
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•

•

D.

The Town’s Development Department will review and assess individual applications relative to
natural light and view shed during the three stage review pursuant to the proposed Form Based
Code and may require additional environmental review where warranted.
The Town’s Development Department will review and assess individual applications relative to
any solar panel locations as a site-specific aspect that would be evaluated by the Development
Department during the three stage review pursuant to the proposed Form Based Code and may
require additional environmental review where warranted.

Natural Resources

Existing Conditions:
Geology, Soils and Topography
Existing geology underlying the study area is comprised of glacial till, with areas of bedrock at or near the
surface. Approximately 73% of the soils in the study area are disturbed, urban soils. Areas with possible
soil constraints include areas with potential hydric soils and potential high ground water conditions at the
southern end of the hamlet. Disturbance of soils will be regulated through the Town Code Chapter 108A
– Stormwater and Erosion Control.

The study area varies in topography, ranging from an elevation of approximately 300 feet at the lowest
point in the southwest corner of the hamlet to 508 feet at the highest point. Slopes of 15% or more cover
approximately 11 percent of the study area (of which slopes 15-25% cover 9.6% and slopes 25%+ cover
1.1% of study area). The disturbance of steep slopes is regulated through the Steep Slope Protection Law,
Chapter 108 of the Town Code.
Vegetation and Wildlife
The study area is an area consisting of a developed, built-up business district, with structures and paved
areas, street trees, parks, athletic fields, lawns, and landscaped areas. Based on the NY Natural Heritage
Program the ecological communities in the study area are “cultural”, which include communities that are
created and maintained by human activities. Vegetation town-wide is characterized by the predominantly
wooded landscape, consisting of pioneer hardwoods and oaks. There are no records of NYSDEC
designated areas of significant natural communities, rare plants, or biodiversity in the study area. The
Town has a tree ordinance (Chapter 121 of the Town Code) that protects regulated trees on both public
and private property and which requires permits for removing trees in regulated landscape buffer zones
along property perimeters and/or trees of a certain size.

According to the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the bog turtle (threatened) is the only rare,
endangered or threatened species indicated to potentially exist in the study area. There are few records
of bog turtles in Westchester County. Given that the study area is built up with structures and pavement
and does not contain emergent marsh spring fed wetlands, it is not likely that there is any suitable habitat
for the bog turtle in the study area. The USFWS also identified a series of migratory birds that may warrant
special attention in the study area. A survey of breeding birds in NYS completed between 2000 and 2005
indicated that 2 birds of Special Concern were found in the broader Town of New Castle at that time
(Cooper’s Hawk and Sharp-Shinned Hawk).
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Watercourses and Wetlands
There are no mapped Federal (USACOE) or state regulated (NYSDEC) wetlands within the study area.

The Town regulates certain watercourses and wetlands, and a 100-foot buffer surrounding the resource.
The watercourses located in the southwestern portion of the study area, which drain to the Tertia Brook
and then to the Saw Mill River are locally regulated. Much of the regulated wetland buffer is already fully
or partially developed with parking lots, roads and structures. These areas primarily border recreation
fields and the train station parking lots.
The bridge over the Tertia Brook that connects the two southern parking lots at the train station has
recently been improved. This area is subject to several mapped NYSDEC permanent drainage easements,
which run in and along the limits of Tertia Brook. The Town of New Castle owns and is responsible for the
maintenance and repair of the Tertia Brook Bridge and the NYSDEC owns the land in fee for the bridge
and approaches.
There are no mapped locally regulated wetlands in the study area. The only soil type in the study area
identified as hydric is Leicester loam, located at the southernmost point of the study area. If this area
were to be redeveloped, a site specific soils investigation would be conducted to determine if it is
regulated. Due to the developed nature of the hamlet, there are no vernal pools known or likely to be
found in the study area. The Town has regulations regarding Wetlands in Chapter 137, and Watercourses
in Chapter 135.

Potential Impacts:
The Preferred Alternative is legislation, not a construction project, so it will not have direct impacts to
natural resources. However, potential impacts of construction are generally described below.
Geology, Soils and Topography
Where development sites have potential for soil constraints, site specific investigations would be required
to confirm site specific conditions such as high groundwater, bedrock, hydric soils or wetlands. Depending
on the conditions, specific mitigation measures or construction techniques may be required for site
development. All projects in the FBC District will be required to abide by local ordinances including the
Steep Slope Ordinance, Stormwater Management and Erosion Control ordinance, Watercourse and
Wetlands Ordinances. Any new development proposal will be required to identify steep slopes as defined
in the Town Code, and obtain Steep Slope permits, if required, as regulated through the Town’s Steep
Slope Protection Law, Chapter 108. In the FBC District, all Steep Slopes permits are subject to review and
approval by the Town Engineer.
Vegetation and Wildlife
The majority of the study area is built up with structures and pavement, and significant adverse impacts
are not anticipated to individual trees, vegetative communities or wildlife. All projects in the FBC District
will be required to abide by Town Code Chapter 121-Tree Preservation relative to any tree removal subject
to review and approval by the New Castle Environmental Coordinator.
Watercourses and Wetlands
Much of the locally regulated buffer in the study area is already fully or partially developed. All
applications for building construction or site alteration will be required to comply with existing sections
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of the Town Code, except as amended by the proposed Code (whereby the Approving Authority shall be
the New Castle Environmental Coordinator rather than the Environmental Review Board or Planning
Board for wetland permits). New development is not anticipated to significantly impact watercourses,
wetlands or ponds. Watercourses on all sides of the Recreation Field, and along the southwest edge of
the study area are proposed to remain, and the buffers enhanced. The limits of the NYSDEC permanent
drainage easements, which run along Tertia Brook shall be considered in planning new development.
The Town Board’s intention to implement a portion of the Preferred Alternative by rezoning the North
Greeley Corridor will ultimately reduce the impacts to natural resources, especially since there are no
known regulated wetland or watercourse areas in the North Greeley.

Proposed Mitigation:
Any new development proposal will be required to identify regulated resources. Where possible, new
development will avoid sensitive resources, or if that is not possible, seek to minimize impacts and/or
mitigate the impact through the Town’s existing regulatory processes, except as modified by the proposed
form based code. All projects in the FBC District will be required to abide by local ordinances including,
but not limited to, the Chapter 108-Steep Slope Ordinance, Chapter 108A Stormwater Management and
Erosion Control Ordinance, Chapter 137 Wetlands and Chapter 132 Watercourses Ordinances, Chapter
121 Tree Preservation Ordinance, Chapter 90 Noise Ordinance and Chapter 44 Blasting sections of the
Town Code.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Natural Resources:
The Town Board acting as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in
any significant adverse impacts to natural resources.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following Natural Resources thresholds and criteria for further evaluation have been identified to be
reviewed and analyzed during applications for projects and proposals in the Form Based District:
•

•

•

All projects in the FBC District will be required to abide by local ordinances relating to natural
resources, including, but not limited to: Steep Slope Ordinance (Chapter 108 of Town Code),
Stormwater Management and Erosion Control Ordinance (Chapter 108A), Wetlands Ordinance
(Chapter 137), Tree Ordinance (Chapter 121), Blasting (Chapter 44) and Noise Ordinance
(Chapter 90 of Town Code).
As the environmental ordinances within the Town Code apply to any proposed application,
there are no exemptions or exceptions for the properties within the FBC District or criteria
(such as minimum lot size, minimum number of units or building size) which would absolve
compliance with such ordinances.
Site specific conditions for steep slopes, geology/bedrock, vegetation removal, wetlands, steep
slopes and hydrology will be analyzed with each proposed development, during the three-stage
review process.
o Steep Slopes: The Town’s requirements for a Steep Slope Permit under Chapter 108 of
the Town Code will remain effective in the FBC District. Any new development proposal
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o

o

o

E.

would be required to identify slopes regulated under the Town Code and determine if
slope permits are required. If permits are required, the Town Engineer will make a
determination of appropriate mitigation per Chapter 108 which would be included as
a condition of receiving the approvals and permits.
Bedrock: During project reviews, if a project will require blasting or chipping, the
duration/scope of activity will need to be determined to know whether it will result in
significant adverse environmental impact that was not studied in the DGEIS. This
determination would be made by the Development Department which includes input
from the Town Engineer.
Tree Removal: The Town’s requirements for Tree Preservation under Chapter 121 of
the Town Code will remain effective in the FBC District. Any new development proposal
would be required to identify trees regulated under this chapter of the Town Code, and
a determination by the Town’s Environmental Coordinator will be made if tree removal
permits are required. If permits are required, the Environmental Coordinator will
review the criteria in Chapter 121 of the Town Code to determine whether the permit
may be issued. Thereafter, a determination of tree replacement per Chapter 121 would
be completed by the Environmental Coordinator and would be included as a condition
of Final Application Review and Certification.
Wetlands/Watercourses: The Town’s requirements for a wetland permit under
Chapter 137 of the Town Code will remain effective in the FBC District. Any new
development proposal would be required to identify wetlands and adjacent areas
regulated under the Town Code and determine if permits are required. If permits are
required, the Town Engineer will review the criteria in Chapter 137 of the Town Code
to determine whether the permit should be issued. Thereafter, a determination of
appropriate mitigation would be completed by the Town Engineer and included as a
condition of Final Application Review and Certification. It is noted that the only
potentially regulated wetlands in the FBC Study Area are located at the south end of
the hamlet, primarily on town-owned lands, which are not part of the Town Board’s
intended area subject to implementation of the legislation. There are no known
regulated wetland or watercourse areas in the North Greeley Corridor.

Infrastructure and Utilities

Existing Conditions:
Stormwater Management and Floodplains
Surface runoff in the study area is collected in catch basins along the main roads (Greeley Avenue, King
Street, Bedford Road) and drains into the municipal stormwater system. The stormwater is then conveyed
via closed drainage pipes into existing watercourses (Tertia Brook, a tributary to the Saw Mill River and
into the Saw Mill River). The Town has recently completed an infrastructure upgrade project in the hamlet
and recent mapping from that project was utilized in the GEIS. Overall impervious area in the study area
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is approximately 42.5 acres (59 percent) and the remaining 29.5 acres (pervious) is athletic fields, parks,
landscaped areas and natural areas.
The study area is within the Saw Mill River Basin watershed. The 500-year flood zone covers much of the
southern portion of the study area. The 100-year flood zone (and floodway) are outside of the study area,
and are located to the west, along the Saw Mill River. Infiltration of drainage into the ground may be a
limiting factor in the southern end of the study area due to high ground water conditions. The Upper King
Street area of the hamlet does not contain any flood zones at all. For developments within the floodplain,
compliance with Chapter 70, “Flood Damage Prevention” of the New Castle Town Code is required. For
all developments, compliance with Chapter 108A, “Stormwater Management and Erosion and Sediment
Control” of the Town Code is required.
Water Supply
The study area is in the New Castle/Stanwood Consolidated Water District, and water system upgrades in
the hamlet were completed in 2020. Existing water supply flow has improved to all areas as a result of
the implemented system upgrades.
Sanitary Sewer
The study area is located in the Westchester County Saw Mill Valley Sanitary Sewer District and contains
portions of three of the Town’s sanitary sewer districts (King Greeley Sanitary Sewer District, Sanitary
Sewer District No. 1 and Sanitary Sewer District No. 2). Wastewater is collected in this area, conveyed
and subsequently treated at the Yonkers Joint Wastewater Treatment Plant. The local sanitary sewer
districts connect to the Westchester County sanitary sewer trunk line (which runs through the hamlet) via
sanitary sewer manholes at two locations. The Town recently completed upgrades to the existing sanitary
sewer network within the hamlet, in particular in and along South Greeley Avenue.
Energy, Electricity and Telecommunications
Consolidated Edison (Con Ed) provides electric power and natural gas to households and businesses in
New Castle. Many businesses in the study area utilize fuel oil, as well as natural gas, for energy. There is
an existing Con Ed moratorium on natural gas supply for new “firm” natural gas connections in the
Westchester County service area.

For telecommunications, multiple providers are available for both commercial and residential internet.
Regarding 5G telecommunications, the Town does not have the infrastructure or population density to
support 5G at this time.
The Town has adopted Green Building Standards (Chapter 74) to mandate and encourage practices for,
among other things, the construction of environmentally sustainable buildings.

Potential Impacts:
The Preferred Alternative is not a construction project, so it will not have direct impacts to water supply,
sanitary sewer, stormwater, flooding or telecommunication utilities. However, the potential impacts of
construction and development relative to the buildout of the Preferred Alternative are described below.
Stormwater Management and Floodplains
Under the Preferred Alternative, the Buildout estimated that the overall impervious area in the study area
would increase by 2.7 acres (about 4 percent) due to new development. Each proposed project in the
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FBC District will be required to address stormwater runoff rates and volumes, water quality and increase
in impervious surface, as well as potential sedimentation and erosion control during and after
construction as per Chapter 108A of the Town of New Castle Town Code, on an individual basis. The
Town Engineer has indicated that it is highly unlikely that infiltration would be utilized during the design
of stormwater facilities based on known site specific conditions. A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) will be required for all proposed projects to demonstrate that the new development will not
create any downstream flooding within the Town’s stormwater system, Town roadway system and other
private properties. Each project will be required to address stormwater quantity, quality and increase in
impervious areas, as well as potential sedimentation and erosion control during construction as per local
and state regulations.
With proposed projects in compliance to applicable local and NYS requirements, no significant adverse
impacts are anticipated in the study area relative to stormwater management.
Water Supply
Under the Preferred Alternative it is anticipated that the study area will experience new development,
which will create demand for additional water supply. Based on the maximum Buildout scenario
described in this GEIS and using NYSDEC water usage guidelines, the Buildout could generate 220,782 GPD
average daily demand for water across the study area over 15 years, which is 209,686 GPD more than the
existing conditions. In regards to the rate of water flow, using NYSDEC guidelines and assuming a peaking
factor of 4, the Buildout would require 616 GPM, where over 8,000 GPM is currently available. Therefore,
the existing water system has the capacity to support the Preferred Alternative Buildout and no significant
adverse impacts are anticipated to water supply.
Sanitary Sewer
Sanitary sewer service as examined in the study area is provided through three systems: the South
Greeley System, the North Greeley System and Sewer District No. 2. The GEIS examined the available
wastewater capacity within each of these systems. Sewer capacity assuming a full buildout under existing
zoning and the Preferred Alternative was calculated for each system. Wastewater generation for potential
commercial and residential uses under the Preferred Alternative was calculated using a 1:1 GPD ratio to
the calculated water demand under the same buildout. The calculation results in an additional daily
average of wastewater generation of 220,782 GPD with a peak hourly design flow of 891,670 GPD for the
entire study area. The available capacity in the existing sanitary systems compared to the anticipated
sewerage flow under the Buildout was found to accommodate the required total design flow, including
Inflow and Infiltration (I&I). The GEIS noted that the amount of available additional capacity is dependent
on where new discharges are added to the system and their impact on downstream conditions. For
example, in the North Greeley Corridor there are properties that can connect directly into the
Westchester County Trunk Line, instead of the Town’s sewer system. This situation exists in the southern
portion of the study area as well.

Based on the analysis in the GEIS, the existing sanitary systems have the capacity to support the Preferred
Alternative Buildout and no significant adverse impacts are anticipated in regards to wastewater.
Energy, Electricity and Telecommunications
Based on the Buildout, over time, it is anticipated that the study area will experience new development,
which will create demand for additional energy and telecommunication service.
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Regarding the existing Con Ed moratorium on natural gas supply, in the short term, this would most likely
have the largest impact on restaurants that may need to seek alternative energy sources or solutions.
Proposed commercial, retail, residential and mixed use buildings that require natural gas service may need
to seek interruptible service, provide natural-gas-fueled emergency generators, or seek alternative energy
systems if natural gas were the primary system resource intended to be relied upon.
Regarding electricity, fuel oil or telecommunications, the level of development envisioned in the Buildout
Scenario is not anticipated to have a significant impact on demand for those services.
The “undergrounding” of overhead utility lines was investigated by the Town, but no lines were set
underground as part of the Chappaqua hamlet Improvement Project, due to the extreme cost and
construction duration of providing underground electric lines.
The FBC contains green building standards, which differ from the requirements of the Town Code Chapter
74. The proposed FBC indicates that all new buildings shall comply with Chapter 74, except:
• Certification systems other than LEED may be used, as approved by the Development Department
• Development larger than 50,000 sf shall be LEED certified (or equivalent)
• Development larger than 100,000 sf shall be LEED Silver certified (or equivalent)
• Parking structures are not required to be LEED certified (or equivalent)
Use of other technologies to offset energy impacts is also encouraged.

Proposed Mitigation:
Stormwater Management and Floodplains
No mitigation in relation to stormwater management and floodplains is required in relation to the
Preferred Alternative.
Site specific review of stormwater impacts will occur as each proposed
development project must demonstrate compliance with applicable NYSDEC regulations as well as the
Town Code Chapter 70 and Chapter 108A, which involve the provision of site specific soils information,
and a stormwater pollution prevention plans. Further, the Town Board’s intention to implement the
legislation in a portion of the study area (the North Greeley Corridor) further reduces the land area subject
to stormwater management. In addition, there are no floodplains within the North Greeley Corridor.
Water Supply
The existing water system has the capacity to support the Preferred Alternative. As such there are no
significant adverse impacts that are anticipated to water supply. No mitigation measures are proposed
or required in relation to the water supply for the study area. Further, the Town Board’s intention (the
North Greeley Corridor) further reduces the water supply demand.
Sanitary Sewer
The existing sanitary systems have the capacity to handle wastewater generated in the study area under
the Preferred Alternative. Each project proposed in the Form Based District will be required to provide
an analysis of proposed wastewater generation to demonstrate that the proposed development would
not exceed the capacity of the sanitary sewer system in the study area.
Mitigation for increasing sewer flows with the Form Based District will include sewer lateral inspections
and required T.V. inspections of existing sanitary sewer mains and sanitary manholes in order to
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determine if any repairs would be required to reduce infiltration and inflow (I & I). The amount of repair
would be based upon the increase in sewer contribution to the system.
Energy, Electricity and Telecommunications
No significant impacts are anticipated to energy resources or telecommunications under the Preferred
Alternative, therefore mitigation measures are not proposed. Regarding energy efficiency, green building
and healthy buildings, the proposed Form Based Code provides stricter standards than the existing Town
Code in relation to energy resources, and is anticipated to be a beneficial impact to the community,
therefore no mitigation measures are proposed.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Infrastructure and Utilities:
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Proposed Action is not anticipated to result in any
significant adverse impacts to infrastructure or utilities, subject to the sanitary sewer mitigation measures
discussed herein.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following Infrastructure and Utilities thresholds and criteria for further evaluation have been
identified to be utilized in the review and analysis of applications submitted for projects and proposals in
the Form Based District:
•

•

•

•

The maximum permitted water usage and sewer flows under this GEIS is 220,782 GPD. If and
when future development in the hamlet proposes to exceed this threshold additional
environmental review will be required. The Development Department will be responsible for
tracking the cumulative water usage and sewer flows contributing to the relevant water and
sewer systems following the adoption of the Preferred Alternative.
All new connections to the water system in the FBC District will be subject to approvals by the
Town Engineer, Town Department of Public Works Water Unit and the Westchester County
Department of Health to ensure adequate supply is available and the proper connection
procedures are followed.
All new developments proposed in the FBC District which propose additional sanitary sewer
flows will be required to undertake sewer lateral inspections and T.V. inspections of existing
sanitary sewer mains and sanitary sewer manholes to determine if any repairs are required to
reduce inflow and infiltration (I & I). The extent of the repairs would be based upon the
additional sanitary sewer contribution to the system at a recommended offset of 3 GPM for every
1 new GPM (3:1) for new market rate units and on a ratio of 1:1 for all AFFH units. The Town
Board will determine if a sewer improvement fund will be established to support the necessary
I & I improvements to the Town’s sewer systems.
Westchester County is studying the capacity limitations of its sewer trunk line through Capital
Project SSM-21, which would address the connections from the Town’s North and South Greeley
systems. This project is currently at the 60% design stage, and it is intended for the project to go
out to bid in the year 2022. This County project could provide additional capacity that could
accommodate sewer flows from the North and South Greeley systems under the
Buildout. Projects in the FBC District requiring connection in the North and South Greeley
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•

•
•

F.

systems will need to coordinate connection with the planned Westchester County improvements
and will need to seek approval from the Westchester County Department of Environmental
Facilities.
All projects in the FBC District will be required to abide by local ordinances relating to
stormwater management and natural resources, including, but not limited to, the: Stormwater
Management and Erosion Control Ordinance (Chapter 108A of the Town Code), Steep Slope
Ordinance (Chapter 108 of Town Code), and Wetlands Ordinance (Chapter 137 of the Town
Code).
The Town Engineer will review all projects within the FBC District in accordance with the Town’s
codes and associated requirements, including green infrastructure methods.
All projects in the FBC District will be required to perform fire flow calculations for their specific
proposed building in accordance with National Fire Protection Association requirements and
local and state building codes.

Traffic, Transportation, and Parking

Existing Conditions:
As identified in the GEIS, the Chappaqua Hamlet is situated in the southwest corner of the Town of New
Castle with access to the study area provided by a network of State highways, County roads, local Town
roads, public transportation (rail and bus) and pedestrian walkways.
The Traffic Impact Study (“TIS”) in the GEIS includes discussion of the existing road system, 10
intersections, parking, pedestrian circulation, sight distance and other transportation issues relative to
the Hamlet, as per the scoping document. The TIS was conducted following standard methods and
practices.
Study Intersections

In accordance with the adopted Scope, the TIS evaluated existing and future traffic conditions during the
weekday PM peak hour at the following ten (10) study intersections.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Quaker Road (NYS 120)/Hunts Place
North/South Greeley Avenue at King Street (NYS 120)
King Street (NYS 120) at Senter Street
King Street (NYS 120) at Maple Avenue
Bedford Road (NYS 117) at King Street/Memorial Drive
South Bedford Road (NYS 117) at King Street
South Greeley Avenue at Quaker Road (NYS 120) triangle
South Greeley Avenue at Woodburn Avenue
South Greeley Avenue at Washington Avenue
Washington Avenue at Old Pinesbridge Road/Allen Place

Traffic counts were conducted in September and October 2019 (prior to the Covid-19 pandemic) which
revealed that the weekday PM peak hour occurred from 5:00 to 6:00 pm.
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Roadways

Within the study area, Chappaqua is served by two State highways, NYS 120 and NYS 117 which are under
the jurisdiction of the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT). NYS 117 is the busiest
roadway within the study area (excluding the Saw Mill River Parkway, which borders the study area but
does not provide direct access within the limits of the study area) with 13,382 vehicles per day to the
north of King Street, according to the NYSDOT’s Traffic Data Viewer.
County roadways within the study area are Washington Avenue (County Route 4) and a portion of South
Greeley Avenue, to the south of Quaker Road, which is designated as CR 79. Several local Town roads
were evaluated as part of the study, including North Greeley Avenue, Senter Street, Maple Avenue, Allen
Place, Woodburn Avenue and Memorial Drive.
Public Transit

Chappaqua is served by the Harlem line of Metro-North Railroad, which provides frequent commuter train
service between Grand Central Terminal in New York City and Wassaic in Dutchess County. The Chappaqua
station is in the heart of the downtown Hamlet and provides 1,372 commuter parking spaces adjacent to
the station, of which 1,110 are permit spaces.
Bus service in the area is provided by Westchester County’s Bee-Line Bus Service which operates bus route
#19 six days a week through the study area. Route #19 operates between Ossining and Katonah, and
within the study area, travels along South Greeley Avenue, King Street and North Bedford Road, having
bus stops on all three streets.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

Sidewalks are provided along most of the roadways within the study area, providing a connection to the
downtown commercial area and the Metro-North train station. There are also convenient pedestrian
connections in the downtown area connecting pedestrians to downtown businesses and parking lots
along South Greeley Avenue, lower King Street and Senter Street. There are some areas where sidewalk
is absent, such as on the west side of North Greeley Avenue to the north of the Post Office, the south side
of King Street between Senter Street and St. John’s Place, and the north side of King Street between
Poillon Drive and NYS 117. Pedestrian upgrades were implemented as part of the recently completed
downtown streetscape improvement project in the Hamlet.
There are no designated bicycle lanes or paths in the study area, however, the streetscape improvement
project provides bicycle racks and the Town has a policy of promoting bicycle use.
Parking

An inventory of the existing parking spaces in the study area reveals that there are a total of 2,966 parking
spaces, with the vast majority of them (71%) public parking spaces (1,909 spaces in public lots and 197
on-street spaces). There are 860 spaces provided in private parking lots.

Potential Impacts:
A detailed analysis was conducted at the study intersections to determine the potential impacts from the
Preferred Alternative. Evaluation of the future No-Build traffic volume condition (without the Preferred
Alternative) and future Build traffic volume condition (with the Preferred Alternative) was conducted for
the build-out year of 2034.
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2034 No-Build Traffic Volumes

The No-Build volumes represent future traffic volumes without the traffic generated by the Preferred
Alternative and include background growth and traffic generated by three (3) vicinity developments
(Conifer/ Chappaqua Station, Chappaqua Crossing - remaining portion to be developed - and 91 Bedford
Road). Overall, the 2034 No-Build volumes represent an increase of approximately 10% over the 2019
Existing volumes.
2034 Build Traffic Volumes

The additional traffic to be generated due to the proposed rezoning was determined by identifying the
projected changes in development in the study area that could result from the Preferrred Alternative
(Buildout Scenario) and calculating the volume of traffic that would be generated by those changes. The
study area was divided into 13 blocks and it was assumed that future commercial development on each
Block will have a similar mix of uses as the existing development mix. The potential new trip generations
for each block were forecast based on published trip generation data from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers’ (ITE) Trip Generation Manual, Tenth Edition. Due to the availability of public transit and
pedestrian facilities in the downtown study area, trip credits were applied to account for non-vehicular
trips within the Hamlet. Pass-by trip credits were applied to the restaurant and retail uses, based on ITE
data. For the full Build-out scenario, it is estimated that the Preferred Alternative will add 499 new
vehicular trips to the study area during the typical weekday PM peak hour. The new trips were assigned
to the study intersections and added to the 2034 No-Build volumes to represent the 2034 Build traffic
volumes.
Intersection Analysis

Under No-Build conditions, all signalized intersections will operate at level of service (“LOS”) “C” or better.
Compared to existing conditions, there will be generally minor increases in the overall delay at all
signalized intersections on the order of 3.4 seconds or less. For individual movements at all study
intersections (signalized and unsignalized), notable projected increases in delay include:
•

11-second increase in delay on the Woodburn Avenue STOP-controlled approach to South
Greeley Avenue, resulting in LOS “E” conditions.
• 31-second increase in delay on the STOP-controlled approach at the westernmost Quaker Road
triangle intersection, resulting in a LOS “F” condition.
• 10-second increase in delay on the northbound left-turn movement from Bedford Road (NYS 117)
to King Street, resulting in LOS “C” conditions.
Under 2034 Build conditions, with the added traffic from the Proposed Action Buildout, compared to NoBuild conditions, the analysis indicates that there will be generally minor increases in overall delay of 10.6
seconds or less at the signalized intersections, with overall levels of service at LOS “C” or better. For
individual movements at all study intersections, compared to No-Build conditions, the analysis indicates
that there will be generally minor increases in delay of 5.9 seconds or less, with the following exceptions:
•

Significant delays (210.6 seconds) will be experienced on the Woodburn Avenue STOP-controlled
approach to South Greeley Avenue with the LOS degrading from LOS “E” under No-Build
conditions to LOS “F” under Build conditions.
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•

A 72.2 second increase in delay on the STOP-controlled approach at the westernmost Quaker
Road triangle intersection, which operates at LOS “F” under No-Build conditions.
• A 39-second increase in delay on the Quaker Road left-turn movement at the northern triangle
intersection with South Greeley Avenue, resulting in a significant degradation in LOS on the leftturn movement from “C” to “F”.
• A 39.8 second increase in delay on the northbound left-turn movement from Bedford Road (NYS
117) to King Street, resulting in the LOS degrading from LOS “C” under No-Build conditions to LOS
“E” under Build conditions, although the overall level of service will remain at No-Build levels (LOS
“C”).
Public Transit
The Preferred Alternative Buildout will increase the number of residential units in the study area and is
therefore expected to incrementally increase the demand for rail and bus service. The public transit
systems in the study area (Metro-North Railroad and Westchester County’s Bee-line Bus) are expected to
adjust their service to accommodate anticipated increases in demand, as is typically done when ridership
levels change.
Parking

The proposed Form Based Code is explicit in its requirement that parking be provided for all new
development as well as the amount of parking that is required for each use in any new development.
These values were determined based on a detailed review and analysis of:
•
•
•
•

The Current Code
Proximity to transit
ITE data for development near transit vs development remote from transit
ITE data for development post 2000 vs development pre-2000.

It is expected that new development under the Preferred Alternative will provide most, if not all, of the
required parking on site, however, the proposed Form Based Code provides various other mechanisms to
allow applicants for new development in the FBC District to obtain/secure some (or, in rare instances,
possibly even all) of the parking required for the proposed development by means other than providing it
on site. In every instance where an applicant seeks to avail of one or more provisions in the parking tool
box, they will have to demonstrate to the Town, by providing the necessary studies and analyses, that the
parking spaces they need, which are in addition to those they may be providing on site, are always
available when they are needed.
The proposed modifications to the parking requirements in the New Castle Town Code for the study area
are provided in Section 60-880F of the proposed Form Based Code – see also DGEIS Table 3F-10. A recent
modification to the language in the draft Form Based Code that on-site parking is permitted but off-site
parking is permitted only if approved by the Development Department, does not change the conclusions
of the DGEIS. Importantly, Section 60-880G(2) of the proposed Form Based Code (Parking Required),
requires that new development shall have sufficient off-street parking and, thus, new development will
not have an adverse impact on parking.

Proposed Mitigation:
Traffic
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Based on the Build intersection capacity analysis results, the following measures are recommended to
mitigate the traffic impacts associated with the Preferred Alternative Buildout:
•

At the South Greeley Avenue intersection with Woodburn Avenue, it is recommended that a
traffic signal be installed along with pedestrian displays and countdown timers at each crosswalk.
The signal would include a 5-second leading pedestrian interval (LPI), allowing pedestrians to
enter the intersection before vehicles are given a green indication. The proposed mitigation at
this intersection is anticipated to be required if development occurs on the Town property
(Buildout Scenario Blocks 10, 11 and 12).
• To alleviate the delays identified at two of the Quaker Road triangle intersections, it is
recommended that the Quaker Road approach to South Greeley Avenue be reconfigured to
provide a teardrop-shaped intersection and that a traffic signal be installed. Pedestrian
movements will be accommodated with the signal installation and South Greeley Avenue will be
restriped to provide a northbound left-turn lane. All approaches will provide two lanes. The
traffic signal will be coordinated with the proposed signal at Woodburn Avenue and with the
recently installed signal at King Street. If development progresses on the southwest corner of the
intersection, South Greeley Avenue will be widened to lengthen the northbound left-turn lane.
The proposed mitigation is anticipated to be required by the year 2034 under future No-Build
conditions, even without any FBC development projects, due to the projected 10% increase in
background traffic volumes.
• At the intersection of North Bedford Road with King Street (the northern of the two intersections
at the overlap of NYS 117 and NYS 120), install a full southbound right-turn lane on the
southbound NYS 117 approach to King Street (westbound). It is further proposed that crosswalks
and pedestrian signal indications be provided at this intersection. This may require the installation
of a separate signal controller at that intersection and its coordination with the existing controller
at the intersection of South Bedford Road with King Street. The proposed mitigation at this
intersection is anticipated to be required when development occurs in the surrounding area
within Buildout Scenario Block 13.
In addition to these predominantly-capacity improvements, it is recommended that the Town coordinate
with the NYSDOT (which owns many of the roadways in the study area) to ensure that a scheduled
maintenance program for the study roadways is implemented to prevent vegetation growing alongside
the roadways or at intersections from obstructing sightlines. In particular, it is recommended that all
undergrowth be cut back to 2 feet behind the existing retaining walls on the south side of King Street
around the curve at Highland Avenue.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

It is also proposed that sidewalks be added at the following locations, coincident with residential
development in those areas:
•
•
•
•
•

The west side of North Greeley Avenue north of the Post Office;
The south side of King Street between Senter Street and St John’s Place;
The north side of King Street between Poillon Drive and NYS 117;
The west side of NYS 117 north of King Street;
The east side of NYS 117 on the NYS 120 overlap
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Consistent with Complete Streets Policy, all new development should promote pedestrian and bicycle use
through the construction of new or enhancement of existing pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. For
any FBC development, the potential to add bicycle lanes, bicycle racks, bicycle storage, signage, etc. should
be evaluated by the Development Department to determine the feasibility of adding bicycle
infrastructure.
Based on the volume projections and analyses conducted, the Preferred Alternative will not have a
significant adverse impact on traffic operating conditions in the study area with implementation of the
recommended mitigation. The mitigation measures may include consideration of phasing of
improvements and funding methodologies related to new development.
Parking

Based on a review of the parking analysis and recommendations, it is concluded that the proposed new
Form based Code will not have a significant adverse impact on public parking in the study area. The
proposed changes in the parking requirements in the Proposed Code are all expected to result in the
provision of sufficient parking for all development types and, thus, there will not be a negative impact to
public parking. The Form Based Code includes a “parking toolbox” with various provisions to allow
developments to leverage the use of excess parking through enforceable, legal agreements between the
effected parties, including use of car share services to fulfill parking requirements.

Lead Agency Findings Regarding Traffic, Transportation and Parking:
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in any
significant adverse impacts to traffic, transportation, or parking, subject to implementation of the
mitigation measures identified herein.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following Traffic, Transportation and Parking thresholds and criteria have been identified to be
reviewed and analyzed when applications for projects and proposals in the Form Based District are being
considered:
•

•

•

For proposed development projects in the FBC District with access to local roadways or where a
new local road is proposed, all projects will be required to abide by local ordinances relating to
driveway and street construction, including, but not limited to: Street and Road Specifications
(Chapter 109 of Town Code), Streets and Sidewalks (Chapter 111 of the Town Code) and
Stormwater Management and Erosion Control Ordinance (Chapter 108A of the Town Code).
As these ordinances apply to any proposed application, there are no exemptions or exceptions
for the properties within the FBC District or criteria which would absolve compliance with such
ordinances.
For all development projects in the FBC District that are proposing to build or modify a driveway
on a State highway or conduct any activities in the State right-of-way, permits will be required
from the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT). Typical examples of activities
requiring permits are driveway installations, drainage work, utility work, landscaping, road
widening, as well as traffic signal and sign installations.
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•

•

•

•

G.

For all development projects in the FBC District that are proposing to build or modify a driveway
on a County highway or conduct any activities in the County right-of-way, permits will be
required from the Westchester County Department of Public Works and Transportation.
Thresholds when the following recommended traffic mitigation measures will be required are
described below:
o Quaker Road/South Greeley Avenue triangle intersection – The proposed mitigation
(reconfiguration of the triangle, traffic signal installation, northbound left-turn lane,
pedestrian improvements) is anticipated to be required by the year 2034 under future No
Build conditions, even without any FBC development projects, due to the projected 10%
increase in background traffic volumes. Mitigation at this intersection is also anticipated
to be required if development occurs on the Town property (Buildout Scenario Blocks 10,
11 and 12).
o South Greeley Avenue/Woodburn Avenue intersection – The proposed mitigation at this
intersection (traffic signal installation and pedestrian crossing improvements) is
anticipated to be required when development occurs on the Town property (Buildout
Scenario Blocks 10, 11 and 12).
o King Street/North Bedford Road/Memorial Drive intersection – The proposed mitigation
at this intersection (install a full southbound right-turn lane and install crosswalks and
pedestrian signal indications) is anticipated to be required when development occurs in
the surrounding area within Buildout Scenario Block 13.
o Install sidewalks along various locations on North Greeley Avenue, King Street and
Bedford Road (see DGEIS Appendix F, p. 53 for specific locations) – sidewalks should be
installed coincident with residential development in those locations.
o Bicycle Lanes – For any FBC development, the potential to add bicycle lanes, bicycle racks,
bicycle storage, signate, etc. should be evaluated by the Development Department to
determine feasibility of adding bicycle infrastructure.
It is recommended that traffic operating conditions at the above key locations be monitored and
studied on a project-by-project basis as future development is proposed and constructed to
determine and update, as needed, the schedule for the threshold levels identified for the
proposed traffic mitigation measures.
For all development projects in the FBC district, parking must be provided on site or using
alternative means of meeting the applicable parking requirements as provided in the proposed
Form Based Code to the satisfaction of the Development Department.
Potential funding mechanisms for improvements include a parking improvement district or a fair
share contribution, both of which would require contributions from developers. The Town Board
will determine funding mechanisms as part of its normal budgeting processes.

Cultural Resources

Existing Conditions:
Historic Sites

The Town of New Castle has 30 locally landmarked buildings, and several local landmark properties are
located within the FBC study area. As of a May 2019 list of New Castle Landmarks, the following properties
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within the study area are noted as New Castle landmarks and listed on the New York State and the National
Historic Registers:
•
•
•

Horace Greeley House, 100 King Street
The Chappaqua Railroad Station and Plaza (A.H. Memorial Park), adjacent to the Train Station
Church of St. Mary the Virgin, located on South Greeley Avenue (note: lawns are in the study
area, church buildings are not)

On May 18, 2021, the New Castle Town Board also declared the New Castle Community Center Building
at 10 Senter Street (in the study area), a New Castle landmark.
The Town of New Castle has a Historic Preservation Code (Chapter 76, Historic Preservation) in order to
recognize, protect and enhance historic properties. The Town has a Landmarks Advisory Committee, who
works to implement the Historic Preservation code and policies, and makes reports concerning the historic
character of designated New Castle landmarks and recommendations for their preservation.
Archeology

The study area has been a mixed-use commercial hamlet for many years (since the 1800s) and is primarily
built up and previously disturbed. The New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation
(NYSOPRHP) Cultural Resource Information System (CRIS) and NYSDEC environmental mapping tools
indicate that the entire hamlet, and very broad areas of the Town, is in an Archeologically Sensitive Area.
Previous cultural resource surveys that have been conducted for various projects (both public and private)
and have been submitted to NYSOPRHP also appear in this database.

Potential Impacts:
The adoption of a form based code is not a construction project, so it does not have any potential direct
impact to historic buildings, structures, cultural landscapes or archaeological sites in the study area.
However, the potential impacts of construction and development relative to the buildout of the Preferred
Alternative are described below.
Regarding the Buildout analyzed under the Preferred Alternative, local historic landmarks and properties
on the National Register of Historic Places (NHRP) within the study area are not proposed to be developed.
New development proposals that comply with the FBC will contain architectural styles and forms that
have been predetermined to fit with the historic community character of the hamlet.

Proposed Mitigation:
The intent of the FBC is for new development to be in character with the historic context of the hamlet.
Specific architectural styles are described in the proposed Form Based Code in order to mitigate potential
impacts to historic resources. Standards are provided in the Form Based Code for both new construction
and additions to existing structures. All projects in the FBC District will be required to abide by state and
local requirements related to historic and landmarked properties and any other cultural resources. Since
the Buildout assumed all local historic landmarks and properties on the National and State Registers of
Historic Places within the study area would remain undeveloped, any proposed alterations or
redevelopment of those sites would be subject to additional environmental review.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Cultural Resources:
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The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in any
significant adverse impacts to cultural resources.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
•

The following cultural resources thresholds and criteria are to be considered for evaluation in
relation to applications and proposals submitted in the Form Based District: All projects in the FBC
District will be required to abide by state and local requirements relating to historic and
landmarked properties and any other cultural resources, including but not limited to Chapter 76
of the Town Code, Historic Preservation. Chapter 76 would continue to apply to the Form Based
Code Districts as it applies to all other zoning districts in New Castle. Historic and landmarked
properties in the study area were shown in the GEIS analysis to remain unchanged, upon submittal
of a site-specific development application affecting such properties, further environmental review
may be necessary to determine the significance of the impacts, if any, of the project on historic
and landmarked properties.

•

Chapter 76: Historic Preservation in the New Castle Town Code established a Landmarks Advisory
Committee that recommends designations to the Town Board for historic properties being listed
as New Castle Landmarks pursuant to §76-3.

•

If any of the four New Castle Landmarks within the study area are proposed to be altered as part of
an application under the Form Based Code, additional environmental review may be necessary
and the Application materials will be referred to the Landmarks Advisory Committee for review
and comment per §76 Historic Preservation of the New Castle Town Code. This will occur during
the Completeness Review stage as outlined in the draft Form Based Code Section 60-840C.i.a. Per
Chapter §76, the Landmarks Advisory Committee shall only review the exterior features of a
project.

•

The Form Based Code Study Area includes three buildings/properties that are listed on the New
York State and the National Historic Registers. Listing on these registers ensures protections from
the effects or impacts of projects that are funded, licensed or approved by state or federal
agencies. As occurs under the existing zoning today, project plans and application materials for
projects proposed within the Form Based Code study area adjacent to or affecting the following
structures/properties must be submitted to the New York State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) and the Division For Historic Preservation (DHP) located within the NYS Office of Parks,
Recreation and Historic Preservation (OPRHP) as processed through the New York State Cultural
Resource Information System (CRIS) or any other means as directed by SHPO for review and
consultation. These three buildings/properties are listed below:
o
o
o

The Church of Saint Mary the Virgin
The Chappaqua Railroad Depot and Depot Plaza (A.H. Memorial Park)
The Horace Greeley House
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H.

Community Facilities and Services

Existing Conditions:
Public Schools
The study area is located within the Chappaqua Central School District (CCSD) which includes three
elementary schools (Douglas Grafflin Elementary School, Roaring Brook Elementary School, and West
Orchard Elementary School), two middle schools (Robert E. Bell Middle School and Seven Bridges Middle
School), and one high school (Horace Greeley High School). Robert E. Bell Middle School is located
immediately adjacent to the study area. The total student enrollment in the Chappaqua Central School
District for the 2019-20 school year was 3,556 students, which is the lowest enrollment in recent history.
As of September 2021, the District’s total enrollment was 3,557 students. CCSD’s student population has
been gradually decreasing over the last ten years. The 2019-20 student population is approximately 10
percent less than the 2009-10 enrollment of 4,146 students. The study of enrollment projections and
school capacities in the CCSD provided in the GEIS indicates a slight and gradual decrease over the next 5
years.

Based on the information gathered for the DGEIS regarding the residentially occupied properties, the
number of existing school age children in the study area was estimated to be approximately 18 students.
The FGEIS updated the existing school age children population in the study area to 97, based on actual
population count in the study area, provided by the CCSD after the DGEIS was filed.
Police
The New Castle Police Department, the Westchester County Police Department, and the New York State
Police all serve the study area. The New Castle Police Department headquarters is located within the
study area, at Town Hall, 200 South Greeley Avenue. The New Castle Police Department employs
approximately 38 police officers. Using an overall population of approximately 17,935 in the Town, this
equates to approximately 2 officers per 1,000 population.
Fire/Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
The study area is served by the Chappaqua Volunteer Fire Department, New Castle Fire District No. 1, the
Chappaqua Volunteer Ambulance Corps, and Westchester County EMS. The Chappaqua Fire Department
(CFD) headquarters is located in the upper King Street portion of the study area, on Bedford Road. The
CFD is planning to expand its headquarters. The CFD is run by approximately 60 volunteer firefighters
who on average respond to approximately 400 calls per year. The Chappaqua Volunteer Ambulance Corps
(CVAC) station is located at 233 North Greeley Avenue. CVAC has approximately 70 volunteers who
respond to over 500 calls each year. Westchester EMS headquarters are located at 45 Kensico Drive,
Mount Kisco.
Town Public Works (DPW)
The New Castle Department of Public Works (DPW) maintains the Town’s infrastructure and undertakes
new and replacement infrastructure projects. The DPW is comprised of six units that have specialized
tasks and responsibilities: administration, building and grounds, highway, refuse and recycling, vehicle
maintenance, and water. The Water Unit is responsible for public water distribution and water treatment.
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Open Space and Recreation
Approximately 4,418 acres within the Town of New Castle can be categorized as open space according to
the NYSDEC. Publicly owned parks and open space make up 1,570 acres of the Town. The study area
contains 12.3 acres of parks and open space. Maintaining high quality parks and open space is a priority
identified in the 2017 Comprehensive Plan.
Community Center and Library
In addition to parks and open space, the Chappaqua hamlet also has other facilities open to the public,
including the Town Community Center (and New Castle Senior Center) on Senter Street and the
Chappaqua Library (just outside of the study area), both of which are regularly used by the community.

Potential Impacts:
The increase of residents resulting from the maximum buildout scenario under the Preferred Alternative is
expected to gradually increase demand on public services provided by the Town and emergency service
providers over a 15-year period. It is estimated that under the maximum buildout scenario (FGEIS Preferred
Alternative, 4-story maximum, 963 units), approximately 2,049 new residents could reside in the study
area, if the maximum number of residential units are all built and completely occupied over 15 years.
Public Schools
Following comments and additional information provided by the CCSD during the DGEIS comment period,
potential impacts to the CCSD as well as potential socioeconomic (tax) impacts were further described in
the FGEIS.

With respect to new student generation and potential budget impacts upon the CCSD, the projections in
the DGEIS were updated in the FGEIS to include a potential range of between 150 and 256 new school age
children. The upper end of this range (256 students) is based on district-specific multipliers and a
hypothetical redistribution of 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom units, as recommended by CCSD outside
consultant, The Chazen Companies.6 The recommendations of CCSD’s consultant were incorporated in
the FGEIS to ensure the Town Board considered a broad range of potential scenarios with respect to
potential impacts upon the CCSD.
New residential development and school-age children will not necessarily be evenly distributed over time,
or through grade levels, during a 15-year buildout. However, an increase of 150 students would average
approximately 10 students per year, or less than one student per grade. An enrollment increase of 256
new students over 15 years would average approximately 17 students per year, or 1.3 students per grade.
It is also noted that the district-specific multipliers used by the CCSD consultant also included 3 other
projects in the CCSD: Chappaqua Station, 91 Bedford Road, and the Townhouses at Chappaqua Crossing.7

6

In November 2020, CCSD formally retained (i) The Chazen Companies, (ii) Kaeyer, Garment + Davidson Architects,
PC, (iii) the consulting firm of Econsult Solutions, Inc., and (iv) the law firm of Sive, Paget Riesel, P.C., to advise them
in connection with the Town Board’s consideration of the Proposed Action.
7
Construction of the townhouses at Chappaqua Crossing, which will consist of twenty 3-bedroom and seventy-one
2-bedroom models, has not yet begun.
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As documented in the DGEIS, two figures were utilized for a “cost to educate” or “per pupil expenditure”
in the CCSD: $17,753 per pupil as per NYS Department of Education (“NYSED”) and $34,346 according to
the CCSD. However, as more fully explained in the FGEIS, the cost of educating additional public school
attendees (PSAs) generated by new residential development in a community is not linear. There is a
correlation between enrollment and the direct costs of student instruction and employee
compensation/benefits, though school districts with excess capacity will be able to absorb some level of
additional PSAs within their existing cost structures.8 Other costs, however, have little or no material
correlation with enrollment. Furthermore, approximately 8-10% of CCSD’s annual budget is funded
through NYS aid and other sources, rather than by local property taxes. For these reasons, estimating the
incremental cost of educating additional PSAs cannot be reliably done by simply dividing CCSD’s total
annual budget by its total enrollment. Indeed, CCSD representatives have previously advised the Town
Board that such an approach would be inherently flawed and unreliable.9
Accordingly, the Town Board will rely on the NYSED costs published on their website, instead of those in
the CCSD Report, although CCSD’s information is included in the FGEIS. The adjusted cost to educate
students in the CCSD used for the FGEIS analysis is $20,432 per student, and is considered by the Lead
Agency to be most reflective of incremental costs of modest increases in enrollment. Using the cost to
educate of $20,432 per student, the table below estimates the cost of the maximum buildout scenario at
15 years:

DGEIS (Rutgers CUPR)
CCSD multipliers –
Max. buildout scenario
CCSD multipliers – reverse 1
& 2BR unit scenario

Number of new
K-12 students
96
(avg. 7 students per year)
150
(avg. 10 students per year)
256
(avg. 17 students per year)

NYSED adjusted
Cost to Educate

Annual cost
Over 15-yr buildout
$1,961,472

X $20,432

$3,064,800
$5,230,592

Using the generalized tax generation indicated in the FGEIS for the maximum buildout scenario,
approximately $5,115,669 would be allocated to the CCSD on an annual basis, using 2019 figures. Using
2021 figures, approximately $5,514,836 would be allocated to the CCSD on an annual basis. Utilizing the
2021 NYSED adjusted cost per student of $20,432, the DGEIS estimate of 96 new students would cost
$1,961,472 to educate annually, resulting in a tax revenue surplus for the CCSD of between approximately
$3.1 and $3.5 million at full buildout of the Preferred Alternative at 963 units over 15 years. Using the
CCSD’s preferred multipliers, an estimate of 150 new students would cost $3,064,800 to educate annually,

8

That is the case here, as CCSD has excess physical capacity that can accommodate additional PSAs, and enrollment
trends in the district have been declining over the past 10 years.
9

In a letter from its legal counsel dated October 11, 2021, CCSD asserted that the FGEIS should be updated to reflect
a cost per student of $35,718. CCSD’s letter explains that this figure is based upon its final audited expenses for its
general fund divided by enrollment ($127,657,029.89 divided by 3,574). Yet, CCSD’s letter disregards the reality that
not all expenses correlate with increases in enrollment, not to mention CCSD’s prior representations to the Town
Board expressing this same point in the context of the Chappaqua Crossing townhouse development.
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resulting in a tax revenue surplus for the CCSD of between approximately $2.0 and $2.45 million at the
Preferred Alternative full buildout of 963 units over 15 years. Using 256 students would create either a
modest deficit using 2019 tax generation numbers ($114,923) or a more modest benefit ($284,244),
depending on the rental rates used.
As described in the thresholds section, the Town will require all applicants within the proposed FBC District
to include an analysis of the projected number of school children associated with their development
project based on the local multiplier prepared by the CCSD’s consultant. As residential development
applications are received within the FBC District, the Town’s Development Department will provide
information pertaining to the number of units, bedroom count and estimated number of school children
generated to the CCSD. Because the Town Board intends to implement a portion of the Preferred
Alternative, the proposed rezoning would be limited to the North Greeley area and the CCSD will have
ample time to plan for accommodating a gradual increase in enrollment.
The proposed budget for the 2020-2021 school year in the Chappaqua Central School District is
$128,237,168. With respect to projected CCSD budget increases, using the CCSD’s projections for
Scenario 3 (the highest birth rate projection used by CCSD), the projected CCSD budget increases resulting
from the maximum FBC buildout were provided in the FGEIS. Assuming the accuracy of these
percentages, according to CCSD, the budget impact of the maximum FBC buildout will range from 0.1% to
0.7%.
The Lead Agency notes that by all indications, the CCSD has remained a high-performing and desirable
school district over the past 15-year period, notwithstanding significant tax increases. For example, during
the 4-year period from 2005-2008, CCSD raised its tax levy by approximately 27%. Yet, there is no
evidence that the Town suffered any adverse socioeconomic impacts during this period, such as the
displacement of residents whose household incomes could not absorb an increased level of school taxes.
It is also noted that according to US Census data, in 2019, only 45.4% of the 5,437 households in the CCSD
had children under 18. Thus, it is likely that over 50% of the school tax levied on residences in the district
is being contributed by households with no PSAs. This provides further evidence that most households in
the Town are somewhat immune to the tax burden on their homes and tend to stay in the CCSD even
after their children (if any) have aged-out. Furthermore, because the proposed rezoning is now limited
to the North Greeley area, and a full buildout was projected over 15 years, this buildout period will likely
be extended, giving the CCSD even more time to prepare and plan for accommodating a gradual increase
in enrollment. Additionally, the Town will require its Development Department to coordinate with the
CCSD to monitor new development proposed.
In the Form Based Code study area, based on an estimate of 150 to 256 new students over 13 grades and
a 15 year time frame, it is anticipated that the new residential units can be accommodated without
adverse impact to the overall capacity of the schools (district wide capacity estimated at 4,518), with the
exception of Grafflin Elementary School and Bell Middle School. According to CCSD, Bell Middle School is
expected to reach capacity over the next 12-13 years at the present rate of growth. CCSD further noted
that Grafflin Elementary School could reach capacity in 6 to 9 years if additional housing units are
constructed in the downtown. In the event either school reached maximum capacity, redistricting might
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become necessary to rebalance enrollment among CCSD’s three elementary schools (Grafflin Elementary
School, Roaring Brook Elementary School, and West Orchard Elementary School), and two middle schools
(Bell Middle School and Seven Bridges Middle School). Again, there is ample capacity within the district
(4,518) to accommodate such adjustments.
Police
The anticipated population increase in the study area of 2,049 new residents could result in an increased
demand on police and law enforcement services. Using the existing ratio of approximately 2 officers per
1,000 population, or one new officer for each 380-400 new residents, the maximum buildout under the
Preferred Alternative would require approximately 4 -5 new police officers over a 15-year period. The
population increase will likely be gradual over time and new or expanded residential/mixed use buildings
will generate real estate taxes for the Town, which will help offset the cost of providing police services.
Given the central location of the study area and proximity of the New Castle Police Department
headquarters, response times should be excellent.
Fire/Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
The maximum buildout scenario incorporates the proposed expansion of the fire headquarters on King
Street in the upper hamlet. The anticipated population increase and associated increase in residential and
commercial development in the study area over 15 years could result in an increased demand on fire and
EMS services. The proposed FBC considers access and emergency response factors in the proposed
requirements for streets, parking, and structures. Given the location of the CVAC and CFD headquarters
in the hamlet, response times should be excellent.
Town Public Works (DPW)
Streetscape and infrastructure improvements that were recently constructed in the hamlet are not
proposed to be modified with the proposed Code, and new development will include use of streets and
infrastructure maintained by the DPW. The population increase will likely be gradual over time, and new
residential/mixed use buildings will generate real estate taxes for the Town, which will help offset the
maintenance costs of its public facilities.
Open Space and Recreation
The proposed FBC regulating plan and maximum Buildout Scenario under the Preferred Alternative
propose no net loss of open space and recreation areas in the hamlet. Based on the proposed build-out
scenario, there will be an increase in the amount of greenspace, including expansion of the A. H. Memorial
Park at the train station and other smaller open spaces at Greeley Avenue/King Street, King Street/Senter
Street, “triangle” at Quaker/Greeley Ave., corner of S. Greeley/Washington Ave. The existing easements
on Town lands are also proposed to remain as open space. The proposed FBC includes regulations that
require the provision of open space for new development, or the contribution of funds to be paid to the
Town exclusively for neighborhood parks, playgrounds or recreational purposes, including the acquisition
of property.
Community Center and Library
No significant adverse impacts are anticipated to the Community Center and Library, although there will
likely be increased usage from increased population. The maximum Buildout Scenario includes additional
civic space in the hamlet.
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Proposed Mitigation:
The maximum Buildout scenario for the Preferred Alternative would require additional funding for
community facilities and services over time. However, increased tax revenues generated from new
residential construction and redevelopment would generate additional tax revenues to help offset the
costs of most such services. The demand curve for such increased services is expected to be gradual over
the buildout period, and the need for new police, firefighters and EMS would be predicated upon the pace
of new development. The Town would continue to assess its staffing and facilities annually, as done during
the budget process. The proposed FBC includes a provision for parks and recreation space (or fees) for
each new development, therefore no additional mitigation is proposed.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Community Facilities and Services:
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative will not result in any significant
adverse impacts to public schools, community facilities and services, subject to applying the thresholds
described below.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following community facilities and services thresholds and criteria shall be reviewed and analyzed
during review of applications for projects and proposals in the Form Based District:

I.

•

Town Parks & Recreation – For applications within the FBC district, a recreation fee will be
required for any development over 4 units where it is determined that a proper case exists for
such payment. Monies will be allocated by the Town toward enhancing and/or providing new
open space and recreation facilities and programs as indicated on the Town’s Fee Schedule.

•

Town Police –Regarding future growth, approximately one new police officer could be required
per each 380 to 400 new residents. Therefore, one new officer could be required for each new
180-200 residential units in the study area. The Town will assess staffing and related needs with
the New Castle Police Department annually.

•

Fire/EMS, Town DPW - The population increase associated with additional residential and
commercial development in the study area under the maximum buildout scenario could
incrementally increase the demand for emergency and other services. Increased
residential/mixed use development will generate real estate taxes to the Town, which will
contribute toward police, fire, and other services. The Town will coordinate with first responders
serving the Town regarding staffing, facility needs, and budgets annually.

•

Public Library - The Town will monitor and keep the CCSD advised of new development in the FBC
District. This will allow CCSD, which is responsible for the library’s budget, to proactively address
any operational issues presented by an increased demand for services.

Socioeconomics

Existing Conditions:
The study area is primarily a business district and has a relatively low residential population. In total, the
DGEIS indicated there are 107 residential units in the study area including single family homes,
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townhouses, duplexes, and apartments. The residential population in the study area is estimated to be
approximately 220 residents, 18 of whom are likely to be school age children. The FGEIS updated the
existing school age children population in the study area to 97 based on actual population count in the
study area, belatedly provided by the CCSD after the DGEIS was filed.
According to the New Castle Tax Assessor, all properties in the study area (primarily non-residential)
generated a total of $2,784,619 in taxes annually in 2019. Of that total, $296,997 was Town tax; $306,558
was County tax; $48,934 was fire district tax; and the majority, $2,132,130, was school tax.
The DGEIS reported that 97% of Chappaqua’s working population commutes outside of Chappaqua. Of
those commuting outside of the area, approximately 56% commute by car and 25% use public
transportation. Only a very small number of people both live and work in Chappaqua. A large part of the
Chappaqua hamlet’s economy is driven by the presence of the commuter train station, which is utilized
by many residents of New Castle and by residents of surrounding communities. Parking permits assigned
at the Chappaqua train station are limited to Town residents, except for a small number of permits for
non-residents awarded through a lottery.
The DGEIS listed 17 vacant commercial spaces in the study area, primarily along Lower King Street and
North and South Greeley Avenue. The FGEIS updated this to 30 vacancies as of 2021. In March 2020, the
New Castle Town Board adopted Chapter 122A, Vacant Storefront Registry, to track vacancies and provide
a registry to help market them to interested businesses. The FGEIS indicates there are 30 vacancies in the
study area (storefronts located in the B-R, B-RP or B-D Zoning Districts), as reported through this registry.
The Chappaqua hamlet faces many of the same challenges facing other suburban communities, including
changing demands for residential housing and the impact of online shopping upon local businesses. As
reflected in the Town’s Comprehensive Plan, a successful business hamlet will harness amenities and
qualities such as affordability, walkability, access to mass transit, arts, entertainment, dining, recreational
venues, retail shops and services, and access to outstanding public schools. The FBC initiative in
Chappaqua is intended to incentivize residential development and new capital investment in the study
area to benefit all New Castle residents.
The Town’s existing housing stock consists primarily of single-family detached homes. Chappaqua also
has residential units in small apartment buildings, townhomes at 149 King Street and duplexes. According
to a preliminary search of real estate listings in the DGEIS (July 2020), the median price of a single-family
home in New Castle ranged from $879,000 to $906,000 ($302-310 per SF), and townhomes range from
approximately $475,000 to $700,000. According to the RESGroup Market Scan report in the DGEIS, the
average rates for residential rentals in Chappaqua ranged from $2.50 to $3.16 per square foot. The FGEIS
updated Feasibility Report (2021) provided an updated average apartment rent of $3.28 per square foot.
It has been widely reported that in 2021, the median price of a single-family homes in New Castle rose
significantly.
As described in the DGEIS, the existing zoning districts in the study area currently permit a maximum of 3
stories in the B-R district and a maximum of 2 stories in the remaining districts . The existing zoning has
been in place for decades. Over time, the Town has seen an increase in vacancies, in combination with a
lack of multi-family and affordable housing opportunities.
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The Town’s existing zoning code includes a definition of Affordable Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
(AFFH) units, requirements for the set aside of AFFH units in new residential development in the Town,
and incentives for increasing the number of units through increases in permitted density. The Town’s
existing zoning also includes requirements for occupancy and unit size, rent and sales prices, mandatory
period of affordability, resale and lease renewal, and monitoring of the units, as well as an expedited
review process to help proposed developments with AFFH units proceed more quickly and efficiently
through the Town’s review and approval process.

Potential Impacts:
The DGEIS indicated that the Buildout of 997 new housing units would add approximately 2,076 total
residents in the hamlet, which is a net increase of 1,856 residents, given the existing estimated population
of 220. This would be an increase in Town population of approximately 10 percent over 15 years. This
total population projection assumes that the maximum number of residential units envisioned in the
Buildout would all be constructed and fully occupied.
The FGEIS describes the Town Board’s announcement to limit the maximum permitted height in the FBC
District to 4 stories, for which the buildout estimates 963 new units (see DGEIS Alternative D). Population
increase for this scenario would be 2,049 people, which is a net increase of 1,829 residents given the
existing estimated population of 220.
Regarding school age children, the DGEIS indicated that the Buildout would add approximately 97 school
age children in the study area over 15 years. The FGEIS updated the estimates for school age children by
utilizing the CCSD’s district-specific multipliers, as provided by CCSD’s independent consultants. Using
CCSD’s multipliers, the number of new school aged children increases to150 with DGEIS buildout.
Although a reduction of permitted height in the FBC District yields a decrease in residential units to 963,
the FGEIS still reflects an increased school age population of 150, as a conservative estimate.
Regarding affordable housing, the proposed FBC in the DGEIS requires 1 AFFH dwelling unit be provided
in projects of at least 5 but fewer than 10 dwelling units. Projects with 4 dwelling units or less would not
be required to provide an AFFH unit. Developments with more than 10 dwelling units would provide a
minimum of 10% AFFH units. Phased developments would base the count of AFFH units on their total
number of units.
In the FGEIS, the Town Board also specified that new multi-family residential buildings in the FBC District
must provide a range of apartment units that are affordable to households of varying income levels. In
addition, the Town Board has expressed its intention to require that one unit of Workforce Housing be
provided for every AFFH unit in developments greater than or equal to 10 dwelling units.
The proposed FBC is intended to increase commercial, retail, restaurant, and office activity in the study
area, which is considered a beneficial impact. Related to this increase, employment opportunities in the
hamlet are expected to increase incrementally with this growth.
It is anticipated that new development will bring additional real estate tax revenues (to the Town, County,
Fire, and School) as new development is constructed. The DGEIS indicated that the Buildout would result
in incrementally more tax revenue due to additional commercial, retail, restaurant, office space as well as
substantially more tax revenue from new residential units over the 15-year Buildout period.
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In terms of quantifying future tax revenues, the FGEIS indicated that undertaking financial analyses
involving each individual property under the buildout would necessitate numerous assumptions and yield
unreliable results. In the future, the New Castle Tax Assessor will assess each property by giving a value
to the land and a value to the structures of all new development after any projects are constructed, when
the values can be accurately derived.
With respect to potential fiscal impacts on the CCSD, the FGEIS utilized an area-wide approach to estimate
potential tax revenues that might be realized from the buildout in the study area. Using this approach,
the FGEIS indicated an increase in overall tax revenue in the study area with the buildout would occur
using either 2019 ($6,665,224) or 2021 ($7,162,825) figures, as compared to the existing condition
provided in the DGEIS in 2019 ($2,784,619). Tax revenues from any new development in the future would
be reflective of some incremental number in between that range of $2,784,619 (existing 2019) to
$7,162,825 (maximum buildout). The existing 2019 tax revenue was based on primarily commercial uses
within the study area (there were only 107 residential units accounted for). Under the buildout, these
commercial uses will still be present and in fact the overall square footage of commercial use will increase
(by 20,888 SF). The tax generation from new commercial uses was not included, so these estimates are
conservative.
Both these estimates also show an increase in annual tax revenue to the CCSD with the buildout in the
study area as compared to existing. Using the Town’s estimates in the FGEIS, this amount would increase
to between $5,115,669 and $5,514,836 as compared to the existing 2019 figure from the Town of
$2,132,130 annually (an increase of approximately $3 million).
As part of the initial investigations into the potential market influences and economic factors informing
the Form Based Code, the DGEIS Market Scan (2019) contained these primary components:
•

A summary of the general market demand for rental apartments with ground floor retail in
Chappaqua.

•

A comparison analysis of the primary shopping districts in 4 nearby communities (Pleasantville,
Armonk, Tarrytown and Mount Kisco) to identify what makes them successful and/or unsuccessful,
and how those findings could apply to Chappaqua.

•

A Feasibility Analysis of a hypothetical project to “test” affordability and building height

The Market Scan in the DGEIS indicated that the proposed rezoning would help meet the need to locate
a broader range of housing types and help satisfy demands for housing, including housing options for
residents at various stages of life and ability, helping to retain young families, empty nesters, the elderly,
and others who might be seeking something other than a single-family home. The result would support
the long-term sustainability of the community, enabling the study area to accommodate town residents,
as well as county and regional residents.
Regarding height implication to property values, the DGEIS included a financial analysis to “test” the
proposed FBC on a hypothetical project in the context of a 4-story vs. a 3-story mixed use building. Based
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on the results of market reconnaissance, estimates about operating assumptions for a stabilized net
operating income (“NOI”) of a hypothetical project based on the massing of a sample building under the
parameters of the proposed code were provided. The DGEIS hypothetical project with a 4-story building
included 130 apartments, 20,000 sf of commercial space, and 270 parking spaces on approximately 2 acres
was assessed in the DGEIS. Assumptions about costs, income, rents and expenses were provided. The
hypothetical project also assumed consolidation of property (63% of the properties within the Lower King
Street are less than 0.25 acre in size), and other assumptions regarding high groundwater (no subsurface
parking), parking requirements, and the need to control stormwater. The result of the 4-story analysis
was that the project was feasible (reasonable return on investment and reasonable profit).
The DGEIS hypothetical project scenario with a 3-story building included 94 apartments and 220 parking
spaces on the same site. Ultimately, considering all these assumptions, the 3-story hypothetical
development project with the required parking was determined to not be feasible in that it did not meet
the typical indicators of feasibility which are return on investment (ROI) and return on cost (ROC). This,
in combination with the size of properties and their high land value, supports why the maximum height
ceiling under the existing code has not been realized.
The Market Scan was supplemented by an Updated Feasibility Analysis (2021), included in the FGEIS. The
Updated Feasibility Analysis used the same hypothetical project and assumptions previously calculated
and further examined the provision of affordable housing. The updated analysis included eight different
scenarios testing the hypothetical development with a three-story development project with various
levels of affordability (30% AMI, 60% AMI, 80% AMI and 100% AMI) and then a four-story development
project with the same varying levels of affordability. Based on the results, a 3-story building with 10%
affordability at 30% and 60% AMI slightly falls below the ROC indicator. The report notes “that while some
investors may be willing to undertake a three-story project, it would be more difficult to attract investors
with affordable income limits due to the insufficient return in relation to the level of risk”. The report
further demonstrates that both ROI and ROC indicators would be met with a 3-story development project
with affordable housing levels at 80% AMI or higher. Both ROI and ROC indicators would be met with a
4-story development project with a 10% affordability at 30% AMI and greater.
Accordingly, to meet the goals of the 2017 Comprehensive Plan as realized through the proposed Form
Based Code, the Town Board must consider permitting a maximum building height of four stories in the
study area, as indicated in the regulating plan.
Several comments were received on the DGEIS during the comment period regarding potential
displacement of individuals in existing residences and/or businesses in the study area. Regarding
displacement of existing businesses, the Preferred Alternative will not eliminate any existing commercial
zoning or adversely impact existing commercial uses. To the contrary, existing businesses can expect to
benefit from a larger customer base resulting from increased numbers of residents, workers, and visitors
in the study area.
Regarding displacement of residents, in the FGEIS, the Town Board recognizes that while increased
investment and development in an underutilized area can produce positive results for a community, it can
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also lead to displacement of existing residents. Displacement may occur directly, when tenants must
relocate from buildings that are to be demolished or substantially renovated, and it can happen indirectly,
when the cumulative effect of new development and capital investment results in higher rents. In both
instances, existing residents may find they can no longer afford to live in their neighborhood due to the
increased cost of housing. Under some circumstances, the displacement of existing residents can cause a
change in community character that rises to the level of a significant adverse environmental impact under
SEQRA regulations.

Proposed Mitigation:
The adoption of the FBC is anticipated to have a beneficial impact on the community in terms of
economics, employment, real estate taxes generated and provision of a variety of housing types. The
residential development associated with the Buildout will create an increase in population over the
existing hamlet population, but it is anticipated that tax revenues and community benefits will offset the
cost of additional community services, so mitigation is not proposed. These benefits include a more
walkable, vibrant hamlet, which encourages increased “livability” and healthy lifestyles.
The AFFH requirements in the proposed FBC District will maintain a minimum requirement to provide
AFFH units in developments of at least 5 units . This requirement does not require mitigation.
Given the seriousness of the potential impacts of displacement as described above, in an abundance of
caution, the Town Board will require that any future expansion of the FBC District beyond the North
Greeley corridor include consideration of the potential for displacing existing residents.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Socioeconomics:
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in any
significant adverse impacts to socioeconomics, population, or affordable housing, subject to the
thresholds identified below. The Town Board will require that any future expansion of the FBC District
beyond the North Greeley Corridor include consideration of the potential for displacing existing residents.
However, the Town Board finds that any redevelopment of existing structures in the North Greeley
Corridor under the proposed FBC would not give rise to a significant adverse socioeconomic impact, given
the limited number of units at issue. Specifically, there are a total of 17 existing residential units in the
North Greeley Corridor. Those units include six houses (single and two-family) and one mixed-use building
with 7 rental apartments. The Town Board further finds that the risk of indirect displacement arising from
residential development on North Greeley is not substantial. Further, adding to the supply of multifamily
housing through the redevelopment of vacant properties in the North Greeley Corridor (e.g., the former
Rite Aid property) would help mitigate upward pressure on residential rental rates and reduce the risk of
indirect displacement.
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Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following socioeconomic thresholds and criteria have been identified to be reviewed and analyzed
during application review for projects and proposals in the Form Based District:

J.

•

For proposed residential development projects in the FBC District, applicants will provide the
required affordable housing, as per the Form Based Code, as adopted.

•

Multi-family residential buildings in the FBC District must provide a range of apartment units that
are affordable to households of varying income levels.

•

Any future expansion of the FBC District beyond the North Greeley Corridor should include
consideration of the potential for displacing existing residents. As the Lead Agency for any such
future legislative change, the Town Board should evaluate whether such displacement may occur
and take all steps required under SEQRA to assess and mitigate any potentially significant adverse
environmental impacts. Such steps may include adoption of a displacement policy for existing
residential tenants in the Chappaqua hamlet. Any such strategies should be tailored to thenprevailing conditions and the scale of the Proposed Action under review at that time.

•

Any future local tax increases relating to the study area and FBC District will be considered during
the Town Board’s annual budget meetings and will be subject to a public hearing in connection
with the adoption of the Town’s annual budget including community services to be provided.

Hazardous Materials

Existing Conditions:
The study area is a commercial hamlet in which a variety of businesses have operated for many years.
There are no remediation sites or Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal (Superfund) sites located in the study
area according to NYSDEC databases. There are currently (and likely have been in the past) commercial
uses such as dentists, dry cleaners, gas stations, as well as occurrences of lead paint or asbestos in the
study area. There are two active gas stations and 3 dry cleaners in the study area today.
The Chappaqua Coal/Fuel and Humble Oil Site (Site Code C360120) is in the NYSDEC Brownfield Cleanup
Program and located just outside the study area. It is the site of the newly occupied Conifer “54 Hunts
Place” project. Remediation at that site is complete and groundwater is being managed under a Site
Management Plan.

Potential Impacts:
The adoption of a Form Based Code in place of the existing business and industrial zoning districts in the
study area will not have an impact on human health from exposure to new or existing sources of
contaminants as there are no known remediation sites in the study area. If contamination is discovered
during construction it is expected that all applicant laws, rules and regulations will be followed to address
the contamination.
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Proposed Mitigation:
Any hazardous sites that are identified in the study area will be subject to applicable NYS laws and
regulations if the sites are proposed to be redeveloped. This includes applicable laws for removal of fuel
tanks if the existing gas stations in the study area were to be redeveloped. These conditions will be in
place whether the proposed form based code is adopted or not. The site at 54 Hunts Place is outside the
study area, has been remediated, and a Site Management Plan is being administered with the oversight
of NYSDEC. No additional mitigation for hazardous materials in the study area is proposed.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Hazardous Materials:
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in any
significant adverse impacts relative to hazardous materials or remediation sites.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
The following hazardous material thresholds and criteria have been identified to be reviewed and
analyzed when applications for projects and proposals in the Form Based District are submitted:
•
•

•

K.

All projects in the FBC District will be required to abide by Federal, state and local
requirements related to hazardous sites recognized by NYSDEC.
Site specific conditions regarding the potential for adverse impacts due to hazardous sites
and/or conditions will be identified with each proposed development application, at the PreApplication Meeting stage.
Any hazardous sites that are identified in the FBC District will be subject to applicable NYS
laws, regulations, and procedures for remediation if the sites are proposed to be redeveloped.
This includes applicable laws for removal of fuel tanks if the existing gas stations in the study
area were to be redeveloped.

Air Quality and Noise

Existing Conditions:
Noise
The existing noise environment within the study area is typical of a business area hamlet. In this
environment, noise is generated primarily by transportation uses such as vehicular traffic (buses, trucks
and cars), commercial delivery and loading, and the railroad.
Noise is also generated by HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) equipment on individual
buildings with commercial, institutional and some residential uses. There are no heavy industrial or
manufacturing uses within the hamlet to generate excessive environmental noise.
Noise sensitive uses within or adjacent to the hamlet include residential properties in, and immediately
surrounding, the study area, in addition to Robert E. Bell Middle School, the New Castle Community Center
(including the senior center), and the Chappaqua Public Library (all approximately 1,200 feet east of the
train tracks and the Saw Mill River Parkway).
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The policy within the Town of New Castle Noise Ordinance, Chapter 90 of the Town Code, is to “safeguard
the right of its residents within the privacy of their homes to be free from intrusive unwanted sounds.”
The noise ordinance includes standards for noise levels and permitted times for certain activities for
certain uses and zones.
Air Quality
Westchester County is designated by the NYSDEC as a moderate nonattainment area for the 8-hour Ozone
standard. According to the NYSDEC information locator, there are three dry cleaning facilities in the study
area with air facility registrations. There is one manufacturing site with an air quality facility registration
located within 500 feet of the study area. According to NYSDEC, there are no major air emission sources
in the hamlet that require a State Facility Air Permit or Title V Permit.
The other additional local source of air pollution in the study area is vehicle emissions and the MetroNorth railway, although both of these sources are not considered significant under the existing conditions.

Potential Impacts:
The Buildout performed to analyze the potential impacts of development under the Form Based Code
revealed no specific significant adverse impacts related to noise or air quality in the study area.
Qualitatively, noise generation in relation to the Buildout may increase incrementally over a period of 15
years with the incremental increase in traffic trips, delivery and loading to businesses, and HVAC systems
in buildings, as well as for certain periods during construction. The noise from existing sources including
the commuter rail will not vary based on the Buildout. In regards to air quality due to increased traffic,
increases in traffic volumes in the hamlet, under the full buildout will be mitigated by the implementation
of improvement measures which will reduce congestion. Further impacts to air quality will also be offset
by the trend of replacing gasoline-powered cars with hybrid and electric vehicles.

Proposed Mitigation:
With implementation of the form based code, all proposed development activities within the study area
will comply with Chapter 90 of the Town Code, where applicable. New construction will contain modern
energy efficient HVAC systems which minimize additional noise and reduce air quality impacts of
development under the Buildout. Where applicable, new projects must comply with NYSDEC Title V air
permit requirements.
Construction impacts are generally temporary and unavoidable. During construction of any future project
in the hamlet, use of Best Management Practices (BMPs) to minimize fugitive dust will be required to
minimize air quality impacts. In addition, requirements related to the implementation of erosion and
sediment control methods and the addition of mufflers on all construction equipment will minimize
construction noise impacts. Construction will comply with all applicable local and state ordinances
relating to air quality and noise.

Lead Agency Finding Regarding Air Quality and Noise:
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the Preferred Alternative is not anticipated to result in any
significant adverse impacts to air quality and noise.

Thresholds and Criteria for Further Evaluation:
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The following air quality and noise thresholds and criteria have been identified to be reviewed and
analyzed when applications for projects and proposals in the Form Based District are submitted:
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

L.

All projects in the FBC District will be required to abide by local ordinances relating to
construction, air quality and noise, including, but not limited to: Noise Ordinance (Chapter 90 of
Town Code), Stormwater Management and Erosion Control Ordinance (Chapter 108A of the Town
Code), and Blasting (Chapter 44 of the Town Code).
As these ordinances apply to any proposed application, there are no exemptions or exceptions
for the properties within the FBC District or criteria (such as minimum lot size, minimum number
of units or building size) which would absolve compliance with such ordinances.
Site specific conditions for potential adverse impacts to sensitive receptors due to air quality or
noise will be analyzed with each proposed development, at the Pre-Application Meeting stage.
Regarding noise from proximity to commuter trains, the Town’s Development Checklist for all
applications in the FBC District will include a requirement for an applicant to indicate how noise
impacts from trains are being addressed.
Regarding noise during construction, the Town’s requirements under Chapter 90 will remain
effective, including noise in proximity to schools and sensitive receptors, and limitations on
construction during nighttime hours and weekends.
Regarding potential impacts to air quality during construction, Town ordinances relative to
construction will apply, including Best Management Practices for dust control.
If a proposed development is within 500 feet of a public school, the school district will be notified
of the construction schedule by the Town Development Department, a minimum of 60 days prior
to start of construction.
Regarding air quality due to increased traffic and increases in traffic volumes in the hamlet, even
if full buildout occurs, air quality will be mitigated by the implementation of improvement
measures which will reduce congestion, as well as by the trend of replacement of gasolinepowered cars with hybrid and electric vehicles.

Alternatives

The Final Scoping Document adopted for the DGEIS required the evaluation of a number of alternatives
to the Proposed Action. SEQRA and its implementing regulation at 6 NYCRR Part 617.9(b)(5)(iii)(v), require
the consideration and “evaluation of the range of reasonable alternatives to the action that are feasible,
considering the objectives and capabilities of the project sponsor.” Although the DGEIS focused its
analysis of the potential environmental impacts and mitigation measures associated with the Proposed
Action and the associated buildout, SEQRA and its implementing regulations at 6 NYCRR Part
617.9(b)(5)(iii)(v) require the consideration and evaluation of a range of reasonable alternatives to a
proposed action that are feasible, considering the objectives and capabilities of the project sponsor.
Alternatives to the Proposed Action identified in the Scoping Document include:
•
•
•

Alternative A: No Action – Existing Conditions with No New Development
Alternative B: Maximum Buildout Using Existing Zoning
Alternative C: Full Buildout of Form Based Code Separating Publicly Owned Land
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•

Alternative D: Full Buildout of Form Based Code with Height Reduction to 4 Stories (Maximum) –
(Preferred Alternative in FGEIS)

Each of the above Alternatives have potential impacts that are proportionally less than the Proposed
Action as in general they reflect a reduced development potential, with fewer building stories, fewer
apartments, etc.

1. Alternative A: No Action Alternative – Existing Conditions with No New Development
The scope lists the “No Action” alternative as a “discussion of conditions with no new zoning being
implemented, no changes to the study area as it exists at present, and no new development”. Maintaining
the existing zoning could occur and be analyzed (see Alternative B, below). However, maintaining existing
conditions, with no changes or growth envisioned, is not realistic or legal, since it is not constitutionally
permissible to prohibit development of private property for the sole purpose of keeping conditions exactly
the same.
Lead Agency Finding Regarding Alternative A (No Action): The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that the
No Action Alternative is unrealistic and is therefore not the preferred alternative.

2. Alternative B: Maximum Buildout Using Existing Zoning
Alternative B is the No Action scenario with no moratorium in place and no change to the existing zoning
districts or regulations. This alternative shows a buildout where all parcels are developed to the maximum
extent reasonably possible with existing B-RP, B-R, B-D zoning regulations. One of the assumptions in this
Buildout scenario is that the Town-owned lands (I-P district) will not be redeveloped. Relative to existing
conditions in the study area, the Alternative B indicates:
•
•

•
•
•

an increase of 25,655 sf of commercial/retail, office and restaurant space
an overall increase of 341 residential units
o decrease in single family detached and 2-family
o increase in townhomes and apartments
a decrease of 7,203 sf of institutional/civic space
no change to open space, recreation or utilities land use categories
no change to town-owned lands/parking lots

The resulting potential impacts of Alternative B are described in the FGEIS and summarized in the table at
the end of this section, but are generally incrementally less than the Preferred Alternative. The Maximum
Buildout Using Existing Zoning (Alternative B) does not meet the objectives of the Town, since the primary
purpose of the Proposed Action is to implement new zoning to revitalize the businesses in the hamlet and
provide a range of housing types, create a walkable, pedestrian-oriented, mixed use hamlet, as well as
achieve other goals of the 2017 Comprehensive Plan. The existing zoning has been in place in its current
form or a substantially similar version thereof for decades and is not contributing to the achievement of
the goals of the 2017 Comprehensive Plan.
Lead Agency Finding Regarding Alternative B (Maximum Buildout Using Existing Zoning):
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The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that Alternative B is not consistent with the Town’s adopted land
use plan goals related to revitalize the hamlets and public policy goals and is therefore not the preferred
alternative.

3. Alternative C – Full Buildout of Form based Code Separating Publicly Owned Land
Alternative C assumes the same buildout as the Proposed Action Buildout Scenario analyzed throughout
the DGEIS, except there is no new development on any municipally owned lands. With this Buildout
Scenario, the following land uses were projected (as compared to existing conditions):
•
•
•
•
•

a decrease of 35,374 sf of commercial/retail, office and restaurant space
a decrease of 7,203 sf of institutional/civic space
an increase of 663 residential units
no change to open space, recreation
no change to utilities

Community benefits sought to be achieved by developing Town-owned lands include: enhance the overall
vitality of the hamlet by adding “feet on the street”, improve viability of businesses in the hamlet, expand
the local tax base, facilitate a range of housing types that are affordable to a diverse residential
population, promote accessibility and enhance the overall quality of life for town residents. By eliminating
the potential for development of Town-owned lands these benefits become less likely to be achieved.
Balancing the social, economic and environmental considerations, the Town Board finds that the
community benefit of developing Town-owned lands is outweighed by the benefit of maintaining such
lands in their current condition even taking into account the amount of land disturbance and associated
physical impacts resulting from such development.
Lead Agency Finding Regarding Alternative C (Full Buildout of Form based Code Separating Publicly Owned
Land):
The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that Alternative C would provide lesser fiscal and community benefits
than the Proposed Action and is therefore not the preferred alternative.

4. Alternative D: Full Buildout of Form Based Code with Height Reduction to 4 Stories (Maximum)
– Preferred Alternative
Alternative D assumes the same maximum buildout as the Buildout associated with the Proposed Action
analyzed throughout the DGEIS, except with a maximum building height of 4 stories (instead of 5) in
certain designated portions of the Regulating Plan. In all of the buildout analyses studied, the factor which
is most limiting of development potential is parking availability, and not necessarily building height.
Because of this, the total program for the 4-Story maximum building height scenario is very close to the
5-Story maximum building height program. With this Buildout Scenario, overall change from existing
conditions provided in this Alternative includes:
•
•

an increase of 19,388 sf of commercial/retail, office and restaurant space
an increase of 28,287 sf of institutional/civic space
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•
•
•

an overall increase of 963 residential units
an increase of 30,824 sf of open space, recreation
no change to utilities land use category

Alternative D is only a slightly lower level of buildout than the Proposed Action in terms of potential
impacts, and has no difference in the plan itself, therefore no change in potential physical impacts (such
as ground disturbance, tree removal, steep slopes or natural resources). The maximum buildout with
height reduction to a maximum of 4 stories provides the increased residential population necessary to
support existing and future businesses in the hamlet by providing more “feet on the street” without
resulting in significant adverse environmental impacts to the hamlet as described in the GEIS, , while
preserving visual resources and community character through strict, legislated development standards
governing site layout and aesthetic design.
Lead Agency Finding Regarding Alternative D (Full Buildout of Form Based Code with Height Reduction to
4 Stories (Maximum): The Town Board as Lead Agency finds that Alternative D would provide balanced
benefits in terms of visual impacts, ground disturbance, tax revenue, natural resources, and others, and is
therefore the preferred alternative.
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A. No Action
(Ex. Conditions
w/no new
Development)
Program/Land Use
Institutional, civic
Commercial, retail, office
Open Space/Recreation
Utilities
Residential
Single Fam. Detached
SF att./townhomes
2-Family
Apartments
Total units in program
Net residential unit total
Max. permitted building
height
Parking
Potential Impacts
Trip generation1
AM peak hour
PM peak hour
Total population estimate
New School age children
(PSA) estimate4
Water demand estimate
(average daily demand)
Wastewater gen. estimate
(Peak Hourly generation)

B. No Action:
Buildout with
Existing Zoning

C. Full Buildout of Form
Based Code - without
Publicly Owned Land
(with height reduction
to 4 story max.)

D. Full Buildout of FBCw/ Height Reduction to 4
story max.
(FGEIS Preferred
Alternative)

57,282 sf
288,721 sf
566,138 sf
6,400 sf

48,279 sf
314,376 sf
566,138 sf
6,400 sf

50,079 sf
253,347 sf
566,138 sf
6,400 sf

85,569 sf
308,109 sf
596,962 sf
6,400 sf

8
31
6
62
107
107 units
(existing)
2 to 3 stories

1
50
0
397
448
341 units

4
30
2
734
770
663-14 = 649

4
30
2
1,045
1,081
963 units

2 to 3 stories

4 stories

4 stories

No change - Existing
parking district and
regulations

No change - Existing
parking district and
regulations

Each site uses FBC parking
regulations, and parking
toolbox

Each site uses FBC parking
regulations, and parking
toolbox

02
0
219
(97 students
existing)
11,096 GPD3

100
193
856
+ 64

141
201
1,438
+115

346
499
2,049
+150

119,596 GPD

157,474 GPD

220,782 GPD

22,192 GPD3

478,383 GPD

617,629 GPD

883,126 GPD

1

Trip generation volume for Buildout of Alternatives represents net increase over existing conditions.
No net increase over existing. Existing trip generation, based on ITE is 996 trips in AM peak, and 1,378 trips in the
PM peak.
3
Alternative A – source: 2018 water bills from properties in the study area provided by Town of New Castle.
4
Represents new (additional) multifamily residential rental units (1/3 two-bedroom and 2/3 one-bedroom).
Estimates revised to reflect CCSD multipliers (90% market rate and 10% affordable) and existing students in the
study area, provided by CCSD (February 2021). See also FGEIS Table 2L-1.
2

M. Miscellaneous
The FGEIS contains a Miscellaneous section (2M. Miscellaneous) which was created to acknowledge
comments on certain topics that were outside of the scope of the GEIS or otherwise non-substantive, but
nonetheless warranted a response due to the frequency of such comments. Topics included the public
engagement process and a request for a charrette, alleged conflicts of interest, requests to stop
consideration of the FBC until the conclusion of the COVID-19 pandemic, requests for a permissive
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referendum, displacement (which is now addressed in Section I. Socioeconomics), and other topics were
are outside of the scope of the GEIS.
Since none of the items are relevant environmental considerations within the scope of this GEIS, no
findings by the Lead Agency are necessary.

6. Lead Agency Discussion of Decision
The DGEIS and FGEIS have fully disclosed all pertinent information in order to arrive at the conclusions
presented above. Based on the foregoing, the Town Board has carefully considered the Proposed Action
and reasonable alternatives available, and has considered in detail the social, economic, fiscal, land use,
zoning, and other relevant factors, as well as the reasonably anticipated environmental impacts and
measures to mitigate impacts of the Proposed Action and reasonable alternatives available. The Town
Board has given particularly close attention to issues that were the subject of extensive comment by the
public and other agencies and/or the Board, including the importance of visual impact and community
character, building height, affordable housing, public school children, traffic and parking, and
socioeconomics, amongst others. These Findings are the result of the Town Board’s weighing and
balancing of these and other relevant factors and considerations, and that allows for mitigation of all
environmental impacts to the greatest extent reasonable and practicable, as set forth above.

7. Findings Certification
The Lead Agency, having considered the Draft and Final Generic Environmental Impact Statements, and
having considered the preceding written facts and conclusions relied upon to meet the requirements of
“6 NYCRR Part 617.11”, makes the following certification of findings:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Lead Agency has considered the relevant environmental impacts, facts, and conclusions
disclosed in these documents;
The Lead Agency has weighed and balanced the relevant environmental impacts with social,
economic, and other considerations;
The Lead Agency has considered and addressed all substantive public and agency comments on
the DGEIS and FGEIS;
The requirements of 6 NYCRR Part 617 have been met;
Consistent with the social, economic, and other essential considerations from among the
reasonable alternatives thereto, the Preferred Alternative (Alternative D) is selected as the one
which minimizes or avoids adverse environmental effects to the maximum extent practicable;
The adverse environmental impacts will be avoided or minimized to the maximum extent
practicable by incorporating, as conditions to this decision, those relevant mitigation measures
that were identified as practicable in the DGEIS, FGEIS and this statement of Findings, and
Certified by the New Castle Town Board by Resolution adopted on xx xx, 2021.
Town of New Castle
By:_____________________________________________________
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[name of individual, title]

8. Filing and Distribution
The Town of New Castle Town Board designees are hereby directed to file and distribute this Findings
Statement as required by Article 8 of the Environmental Conservation Law and the implementing
regulations, 6 NYCRR Part 617 (State Environmental Quality Review Act [SEQRA]).
A copy of this Findings Statement will be circulated to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town of New Castle Planning Board
Town of New Castle Zoning Board of Appeals
Town of New Castle Department of Public Works
Town of New Castle Conservation Board
Town of New Castle Environmental Review Board
Town of New Castle Architectural Review Board
Town of New Castle Historical Society
Town of New Castle Recreation Department
Chappaqua Central School District
Chappaqua Volunteer Ambulance Corps
Chappaqua Fire Department
Westchester County Planning Board
Westchester County Department of Public Works
Metro-North Railroad
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), Region 3
New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT), Region 8
Chappaqua Public Library
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